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Introduction
Accepting the challenge of assembling this chapter seemed
at first a reasonably straightforward task, until one realises
that the list of contributions by Canadians to mineral
processing over the past 50 years has been more than just
significant. It turns out to have been an extraordinarily
fertile time for innovation and impact for Canadian-based
technology. The list is necessarily a subjective one, and my
apologies for omissions and perhaps some inaccuracies
that may have crept in. As much as possible, I have
approached the individuals themselves who played key
roles in each technology and asked that they tell their
“story”. Without exception, all who were invited accepted
eagerly and delivered more than I had hoped for. What
constitutes this chapter should therefore be a unique,
accurate and lasting perspective.
The technologies have been grouped into those that
are truly Canadian innovations, such as the Knelson gravity
concentrator and the McGill gas dispersion sensors in
flotation, and technologies where Canadians and Canada
played a very significant role in their success and
implementation, such as AG/SAG grinding and ion-beam
surface analysis. Also included are what may be termed
technology transfer initiatives and institutions that have
risen to a world class level, such as SGS Lakefield and the
Canadian Mineral Processors Society of CIM.
The challenge is now for the coming generation to
continue this record of innovation and contribution to the
industry, and that includes the (mostly) Canadian mining
and metallurgical companies who have taken the longer
term view and supported many of these initiatives,
through their critical early years, with both financing and
project sites for these ideas. Let us hope that the current
trend of mining company globalization will not dampen
their enthusiasm to participate.
The many contributors are acknowledged at the end
of the chapter and it must be emphasized again that this is
their work and not mine, and that it has been a great
privilege to have worked with them to get these “stories”
into print.

The Canadian Mineral Processors Society
and Technology Transfer
The Origins and Evolution of the CMP
One needs to go back to the 1950s to fully understand the

origins of the Canadian Mineral Processors Society
(MacDonald, 1998). The objectives originally conceived for
the Mines Branch (Now CANMET–Mining and Mineral
Sciences Laboratories) were to assist, in a practical manner,
the development of the mineral industry of Canada. This
included the conception and delivery of original research
aimed at the commercial exploitation of Canadian metallic
and non-metallic minerals. This contribution attempts to
briefly summarize technology transfer during the period
1950 to the present.
A decision by the Federal Government to purchase all
Canadian uranium concentrates resulted in the
establishment, at the Mines Branch, of the Radioactivity
Division to undertake R&D work in ore treatment and
flowsheet development. Unclassified information was
conveyed by the group to industry as quickly as possible
through technical reports and presentations. Private
industry, wanting to commission mines and mills, sent bulk
samples for concentration and treatment design. It has
been stated that a large number of the mills commissioned
in the Elliot Lake area owed their technology to the small
group of scientists in the Radioactivity Division. The
philosophy was one of close cooperation with industry and
delivery of projects in conjunction with industry
associations. Contact with the industry was through the
Canadian Uranium Producers’ Metallurgical Committee
that included Mines Branch representatives. The
collaborative industry-Mines Branch model had been set.
Following the downturn in the uranium industry of the
late 1950s and early 1960s, and building on the successful
example of the Radioactivity Division, the Mines Branch
launched a program, in 1961, to improve the gold
cyanidation process. The international gold price, fixed at
US $35 per ounce 30 years earlier, was still in effect, thus
there was strong incentive to improve recovery at the mills.
The project was well received by industry as the
Emergency Gold Mines Assistance Act (EGMA) was still in
effect. The purpose of this Act was to stabilize employment
in remote gold mining communities by assisting operators
in meeting the increased costs of production of gold, for
which, unlike other primary mine products, there had been
no compensating increase in price. The Act guaranteed a
gold price based on the cost of production provided they
sold their gold to the Royal Canadian Mint.
During the same time-period, events were unfolding
within the Canadian gold mining industry that made them
very receptive to the Mines Branch initiatives (Marcotte,
1987). Beginning in 1957, the mill superintendents and
metallurgists in the Porcupine (Timmins) gold mining area
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2010 to the Canadian Mineral Processors Society of CIM
brings us to the present day status. Over the past 30 years
the annual meetings have expanded to include practicalminded researchers from industry and academia, suppliers,
consultants and engineering firms, as well as students
seeking to enter the industry, recognizing that all these
groups are an integral part of the industry and its future.
Participation at the annual meeting now tops well over 400
attendees, attracting a strong international component of
delegates and presenters. Today, CMP membership is over
2,000, with 10 active regional branches that sponsor their
own annual technical programs and social activities. Figure
1 illustrates growing attendance over the past decade,
including an increasing number of foreign delegates.
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of Ontario initiated quarterly informal meetings,
alternating at their respective mill locations, to discuss
mutual problems and solutions. The group gatherings were
so successful that other gold mines soon joined to form
similar groups: Kirkland-Larder, Malartic-Val d’Or, Red Lake.
Ron Ennis, Industry Liaison Officer with the Mines Branch,
attended many of the meetings and was influential, along
with several mill superintendents, in promoting and
arranging for a two day meeting to be held in Ottawa in
January, 1962. Twenty to twenty five gold mill
superintendents attended that meeting at the Mines
Branch to review the progress of Mines Branch
investigations and to discuss their operations.
During the following year (1963) a three day meeting
was again held in Ottawa in January, at which time the mill
superintendents decided to form an organization to
include all gold mines in Canada, and named the
organization “The Canadian Gold Metallurgists”. The new
organizing committee included Charlie Stevens, of Delnite
Gold Mines, as Chairman, and Ron Ennis as Secretary. On
January 21, 22, and 23, 1964, the first meeting sponsored
by the Canadian Gold Metallurgists was held in Ottawa,
with the Extraction Metallurgy division of the Mines
Branch as host. Thirty-one mill superintendents and
metallurgists attended, along with personnel from the
Mines Branch and invited guests, altogether about fifty
participants. The expressed purpose of the Canadian Gold
Metallurgists was to determine practical methods to lower
costs and improve economic recoveries in the individual
mills and the industry as a whole. Its formation was
predicated on the theme of "Cost plus Tails", i.e. obtaining
the lowest possible cost per ton of ore milled, with the
highest recovery possible. This focus on operators and
their interests is maintained as a priority to this day.
Following the untimely death of Ron Ennis shortly after,
Charlie Stevens was hired by the Mines Branch as Industry
Liaison Officer, and was subsequently elected to serve as
Secretary of the Gold Metallurgists. His appointment
consolidated the tradition of having a Secretary from the
Mines Branch (now CANMET), a practice which is still in
effect today.
The Canadian Gold Metallurgists group was broadened
(at the annual meeting) in 1968 to include superintendents,
metallurgists and technical representatives for base metal
plants, and its name changed to the Canadian Mineral
Processors (CMP) with the first annual CMP meeting being
held in January, 1969. 1968 is therefore celebrated as the
inaugural year for the current organization, although it
could arguably be 1963, or 1961 or even earlier. The first
Chairman of the newly-formed CMP was Ernie Marcotte, of
Upper Canada Mines, who served again as Chairman in
1986, and remains an active and enthusiastic member of
the CMP to this day, almost a half century later.
In January 1981, after considerable internal discussion
and debate, and a close vote, CMP joined the Canadian
Institute of Mining, Metallurgy and Petroleum (CIM) as a
separate technical Division. A subsequent name change in

Figure 1. CMP Annual General Meeting attendance for
1998-2011, including foreign participation
As it relates to mineral processing in Canada, the CMP,
and its predecessors, were created to be one of the main
instruments for technology transfer for the industry. As
such, the CMP has maintained (from its inception) close,
and key, support from CANMET, and through its Annual
General Meeting and regional technical meetings,
excellent
dissemination
of
current
technology
developments is maintained. This cooperation has also
provided CANMET with a unique window into industry and
its operating problems, and invaluable input into the
direction of government research. This philosophy of close
cooperation between the CMP and Mines Branch/CANMET
scientists has led, over the years, to many improvements in
the processing and chemical and mineralogical analysis
procedures of Canada’s mineral resources. Additional
detail on the history of the CMP and its predecessors can
be found in the reviews by Marcotte (1987) and
MacDonald (1998). CMP has close ties with its sister
societies within the CIM, notably MetSoc and its annual
Conference of Metallurgists, for which the CMP has helped
co-sponsor many technical programs. The CMP also
sponsors a detailed website www.cmpsoc.ca which
includes links to other key organizations. CMP members
can network through the LinkedIn™ site.
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Awards
To recognize excellence and achievement amongst its
peers, the CMP has instituted a number of annual awards.
In 1984 two awards were introduced; “Mill Man of The
Year” and “Special Achiever”, subsequently changed to
“Mineral Processor of The Year” and the “Bill Moore
Special Achievement Award”. The inaugural winners were
Klaus Konigsmann and James Gowans, respectively. The
“Art MacPherson Comminution Award” for outstanding
contributions in the field of comminution was first
awarded in 2001 to Andrew Mular. In 1994 the Life
Member award was instituted, there are currently five
members, and in 2010 the “Ray MacDonald Volunteer”
award commenced with Janice Zinck as the first recipient.

has actively supported the publication and dissemination
of important texts on mineral processing including
(available through the CIM):
x
x
x

x

Education
The CMP has always been a strong proponent of
educational initiatives and these are very active at both the
regional and national levels. Within the regional chapters,
surplus funds are awarded to deserving students, generally
as scholarships or prizes for technical presentations.
Nationally, for the past several decades, the CMP has
invited each college and university in Canada, having
programs in a mineral processing-related field, to send two
deserving students to Ottawa for the annual conference
with all expenses paid. In return the students man the
audio-visual equipment and help with registration. This
brings some 30 top students to the attention of
prospective employers, and provides them with an early
view of an exciting and rewarding industry. Previous
student attendees have, in due course, returned to the
organization and become CMP Chairs; two being Jennifer
Abols and Colin Hardie. The AGM does not have a trade
show or permit vendor hospitality suites, but vendors are
invited to support the student program as a way of gaining
visibility. Students are also eligible to apply for the annual
$5,000 André Laplante Scholarship, established in memory
of the late McGill professor, and also to compete for the
Student Essay (Technical Paper) Competition that awards
prizes of $2,000, $1,000 and $750 annually. The Laplante
Scholarship initiative was spearheaded by the dedicated
efforts of Peter Kondos, and the Essay Competition by
Professor Lucky Amaratunga of Laurentian University.

x

x

Research, Engineering Design and Operation of a
Pressure Hydrometallurgy Facility for Gold Extraction G. (Ken) Thomas.
Special Volume #40 – Operation and Maintenance in
Mineral Processing Plants - edited by P. G. Claridge.
Special volume #47- Update, Expansion and Revision
of “Handbook of Mining and Mineral Processing
Equipment Costs and Preliminary Capital cost
Estimation” by R. Poulin and A. Mular, Department of
Mining and mineral Processing, UBC.
Special Volume # 49 – Canadian Milling PracticeHandbook- A remake of CIM Special Volume 16 and
edited by B. Damjanovich and J. Goode.
Special Volume #51 –An International Symposium on
Gold Recovery. Edited papers resulting from the
International Symposium on Gold Recovery sponsored
by CMP during the 100th CIM AGM 1998 – edited by A.
Laplante.
NI 43-101 CIM Best Practice Guidelines for Mineral
Processing (in press).

This latest initiative (above) on Best Practice
Guidelines for Mineral Processing (BPGMP), part of the NI
43-101 standard being produced by CIM for the entire
industry, has been spearheaded by the CMP Executive and
three members (Chris Fleming, Tony Lipiec, Larry
Urbanoski). The document contains a non-prescriptive set
of guidelines that allows flexibility for Qualified Persons
(QP) doing engineering work while providing guidance as
to the level of care and detail required to protect the
industry and investors. The BPGMP document, a first of its
kind, has been extensively reviewed and promises to be a
very valuable tool for the profession and should be
available shortly on CIM and CMP websites.
Over the course of some fifty years, the CMP has
evolved into a world-class operations oriented
organization, entirely volunteer-based, that provides highvalue technology transfer, networking, and strong support
for students, plus a unique sense of community amongst
its membership. The future appears very promising.

The History of Lakefield Research (now
SGS Lakefield)

Publications
In the mid 1990s CMP undertook, at substantial cost and
effort, an initiative to put all previous Proceedings
(including The Canadian Gold Metallurgists) in CD-ROM
format. The collection is updated periodically. Since 2002,
annual Proceedings have been provided in hardcover
format with an included CD-ROM of all papers as part of
the registration package. Thus, all past and current papers
have been available in digital and searchable format to
improve the technology access and transfer process. CMP

The Beginning
The history of Lakefield Research and its precursor
companies dates back to 1935 when one of its parent
companies, American Nepheline Ltd., commenced
operations in the village of Lakefield, Ontario. Situated on
the banks of the Otonabee River (see Figure 2) 150 km
north east of Toronto, in cottage country in the beautiful
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Kawartha Lake District, Lakefield was not an obvious site
for what was later to become the largest metallurgical
testing facility in the world. American Nepheline was a
subsidiary of Canadian exploration company Ventures Ltd,
whose prospectors made many significant discoveries
around the world in the early 20th Century, under the
leadership of famed Canadian exploration geologist Thayer
Lindsley (including deposits that were later to become
famous Canadian mines such as Falconbridge Nickel Mine
and Giant Yellowknife). The discovery by Ventures of the
Blue Mountain nepheline syenite deposit 20 km north of
Lakefield was pivotal as far as the future of Lakefield
Research was concerned. American Nepheline was
established as the operating company and ore was trucked
from Blue Mountain to Lakefield, where it was crushed,
screened and magnetically separated in a plant that was
built on the site of an old Canada Cement plant. A small
metallurgical and analytical lab was built at the site to
support the nepheline syenite plant, and Lindsley made
extensive use of the lab to evaluate the many ores that his
prospectors were discovering.
Another key to the early development of Lakefield
Research was the interest and involvement of the visionary
and entrepreneurial American mining and metallurgical
engineer, Bill Hubler, who persuaded American Nepheline
to form a separate company with the objective of
developing alternative uses for nepheline syenite other
than glass and ceramics. His research efforts led to the
development of the lime-soda-sinter process for the
extraction of aluminum and lithium from their silicate
minerals. Development work was done in Lakefield and the
process was successfully piloted at the Bureau of Mines
laboratory (later CANMET) in Ottawa. At about that time,
the Americans were looking for an alternative source of
aluminum for their war effort, as bauxite shipments from
the Caribbean were being severely disrupted by German Uboat activity. They settled on Hubler’s process and a
commercial plant was built in South Carolina. The plant ran
successfully for two years, but was not economical
compared to the Bayer Process, so it was shut down after
the war when bauxite supply was no longer in jeopardy.
The high grade aluminosilcate deposit at Blue Mountain is
still mined today, with most of the product being exported
to the famous Corning Glassware company in upper New
York State for use in the ceramics industry.
Lakefield Research
In May 1950 the Board of Directors of Ventures set up the
Lakefield laboratory as a separate company, with a
mandate to make a profit for the owners. The name
Lakefield Research was coined and Bill Hubler was
appointed as its first president. Hubler filled the roles of
flotation expert, pyrometallurgist and promoter, and
began selling the company and its services to outside
mining companies. He had six employees. A company
prospectus from that time stated that the group was to

“supply design engineers with reliable data for plant design
or equipment specification and generate data of sufficient
detail and quality as required by consultants for feasibility
studies and for the raising of capital from banks and stock
exchanges”. The mandate of the company is almost
unchanged 60 years later. Hubler doubled the staff in his
eight years at the helm, mainly on the back of a major
project to develop a commercial process to treat a large
spodumene deposit that had been discovered in the
LaCorne district of Quebec. Separate high grade
spodumene, feldspar and quartz products were produced
by sequential flotation, and a process was developed to
convert α-spodumene to its alkali-soluble β form. A full
scale plant was going to be built in Lakefield, but Ventures
decided not to finance it, and the project died.
There were several changes in corporate structure in
those years, but the next significant event was the merging
in 1962 of Ventures Ltd. into Falconbridge Nickel Mines,
the operating company that Thayer Lindsley had formed to
exploit his nickel discovery in the Sudbury district. By then,
Lakefield Research was well established as an independent
metallurgical testing facility, gaining a reputation for
quality, integrity, conservatism and confidentiality, while
providing services to anyone in the mining industry who
sought them, even competitors of the owner, Falconbridge.
Despite their name, little classical “research” was carried
out, and their mission was to provide practical solutions to
technical problems in a timely manner.
The company grew steadily through the 1960s and
1970s, under the leadership of first Bob Tait, then Gord
Scobie and then Bert Wyslouzil, focusing mainly on
Canadian mining companies for business. Processes were
developed such as the recovery of gold from sulphide ores
by roasting and cyanidation, and the selective separation
of individual minerals from complex gold and base metal
ores by flotation. Experience and expertise expanded from
aluminum and lithium in the early years to gold, uranium,
iron ore, base metals and platinum group metals, and the
facilities and equipment were expanded to run complex
mineral processing pilot plants. Staff numbers had
increased slowly to 50 by 1980, but then accelerated
rapidly to 145 people through the 1980s under the
leadership of Bob Salter, on the strength of the world-wide
boom in gold exploration and new mine development. The
metallurgical group developed expertise and pilot plant
facilities for continuous pressure leaching of refractory
gold ores, base metal concentrates and nickel laterites. In
the 1990s the group expanded into hydrometallurgical
testing under Chris Fleming, and developed leading edge
capability in the development, construction and operation
of complex, integrated hydrometallurgy pilot plants. The
analytical and mineralogy labs expanded to support these
metallurgical projects, and also developed their own new
business lines. An environmental analytical lab was
established to analyze plant effluents, drinking water and
treated sewage water for inorganic, organic and bacterial
contaminants, while the mineral analytical group
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diversified into areas such as geochemistry and high-end
umpire/settlement analysis. With the discovery of
diamonds in the Canadian Arctic in the early 1990s, and
the exploration boom that followed, Lakefield’s mineralogy
group developed extensive testing and consulting
expertise to assist exploration companies in their search
for diamonds.
Lakefield Research continued under the Falconbridge
umbrella through these years, serving an increasingly
global mining industry, but always operating quite
independently of their parent, and making a profit for their
owners every year. But by the early 1990s the ownership
structure of Falconbridge had again changed, and the new
Board no longer considered Lakefield Research a core asset.
They decided to sell the company and a management
buyout by Larry Seeley and Chris Fleming in 1994 was
successful. Lakefield Research became independent and
private for the first time, owned by management and
senior employees. The next few years were to see
dramatic changes. Canadian mining companies were still
the main source of business for the fledgling private
company, but with the onset of globalization, more and
more Canadian exploration dollars were being spent
overseas, and the exploration companies wanted testing
services close to where they were working. In response to
this “demographic” shift, Lakefield’s management team
decided to go international, and by 1999 new laboratories
and joint ventures had been established in Chile, Brazil,
Peru, Australia and South Africa. Staffing levels worldwide
grew rapidly to over 1,000 engineers, chemists,
mineralogists, biologists, environmental scientists and
support staff, and the flagship lab in the village of Lakefield
expanded to accommodate over 350 employees. In 1997
the analytical facilities in Lakefield became the first
commercial mining-oriented laboratory in Canada to
receive ISO 17025 accreditation, which they have
maintained to this day. In the wake of the Walkerton
contaminated drinking water tragedy, the CAEL-accredited
Lakefield environmental laboratory became a key
analytical facility in the Province of Ontario. This lab
currently performs water analysis for over 1000 clients and
plays a vital role in ensuring the safety of the Province’s
drinking water.
SGS
The highly successful globally-integrated metallurgical,
analytical and mineralogical testing business that was built
by the Lakefield management group in the late 1990s soon
attracted the interest of a suitor…..and after less than eight
years “on their own”, the owners of Lakefield Research
sold their business in 2002 to Société Générale de
Surveillance (SGS) of Geneva, Switzerland. The transition
has been seamless for Lakefield’s staff and many clients
around the world, and business has continued as usual
under the new banner of SGS. The new owners have
proven to be highly supportive of the continued growth in

the company, and several new metallurgical testing
facilities have been established since the SGS acquisition,
in Canada (Vancouver, Fort McMurray and Toronto),
Mexico, Russia and the UK. With integration into the SGS
world, the number of mineral analytical labs around the
world operated or managed by the former Lakefield group
has grown to well over 100.
This pure Canadian gem, which started out life in the
1930s with a handful of dedicated engineers in the
beautiful backwaters of Southern Ontario, has truly
become an international giant in the provision of services
to the global mining industry.

Figure 2. The Lakefield Research (now SGS) facility in the
foreground alongside the Otonabee River in Lakefield, Ont.
Photo taken circa 2005 looking north. Note the stack and
silos from the original Canada Cement plant at the site

The Knelson Centrifugal Gravity
Concentrator
Background
Benjamin (Byron) Virgil Knelson was born in 1930 in the
small Saskatchewan farming community of Bladworth. In
his youth he worked at the family’s rural service station
where he assisted with the repair and maintenance of cars,
trucks, farm tractors and related agricultural implements,
leaving his formal schooling at age 15 to work full-time in
the business. Like many of his contemporaries, following
the end of WWII Byron decided to leave his native
Saskatchewan to seek his fortune on the west coast. With
his life savings of several hundred dollars in his pocket,
Byron made his way to Vancouver. Managing to make ends
meet by taking on odd jobs, Byron eventually found
himself selling Kirby vacuum cleaners and later selling cars
for a young entrepreneur of the same era named Jim
Pattison.
Byron settled in the Burnaby area where, after an
unsuccessful foray as a building contractor, he started an
excavation business known locally as Backhoes Unlimited.
Although Byron sold this business in 1998, it was his
connection to the excavation business that led to his
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investment in an alluvial gold mining operation in the
Yukon in the mid 1970s. At Eureka Creek he witnessed a
crude, but widely used sluicing operation that would only
recover coarse nugget gold but was ineffective for the
recovery of fine gold grains. He spent a total of five days at
the site then returned to Burnaby and set out to find a
better means to recover the fine gold. This dogged pursuit
would ultimately revolutionize the application of gravity
separation for the gold mining industry.
In 1976 he tested the first crudely-built fluidized-bed
prototype centrifugal concentrator at an aggregate plant in
the Fraser Valley. Although this first prototype lacked the
mechanical refinement of today’s carefully engineered
units, the promising metallurgical performance of the unit
set Knelson on what would become an exciting and
passionate 25 year journey that resulted in the
commercialization of what has become an icon in the
mineral processing industry in Canada and abroad – the
Knelson Concentrator.
Over the more than 30 years since the first crudely
manufactured unit (see Figure 3), the machine has become
a fixture in many of the world’s most prominent gold
mines. Today the Knelson brand is widely recognized as a
leader in the field of gravity separation. With corporate
head offices located in Langley BC, the company operates
from a 60,000 ft2 (5,600 m2) facility housing a
manufacturing plant, warehouse and specially equipped
gravity test lab. With a staff of over 100, it has a network
of representatives covering some 42 countries globally.

Figure 3. Byron Knelson in 1983 with an early pilot unit, the
Knelson Modular MD 7.5
Principles of Operation
The Knelson Concentrator is a centrifuge that combines
the resulting enhanced gravitational force with a patented
water injection process to create a fluidized concentration

bed into which fine gold grains can penetrate, due to their
high specific gravity, and become trapped. The original
device operated at 60 G’s of force; and subsequent
research has shown that for 90% of typical gravity gold
applications, 60 G’s is near the optimum. The original
Knelson device was developed for the alluvial gold mining
industry and so automated control was not seen as a
feature of critical importance. This original design was
called the MD, or Manual Discharge Series. The machine
would operate for a fixed cycle time, generally ranging
from six to eight hours, at which time the feed to the plant
would be stopped, the machine shutdown, a drain plug
removed, and gold-enriched concentrate would be
manually rinsed from the concentrating cone. While the
procedure took only a few minutes to complete, it
presented significant operating concerns such as
downtime, personal safety issues and security risks. These
issues were overcome in 1992 with the advent of the
Centre-Discharge feature (CD Series) which enabled handsoff operation and fully automated control for the key
operating variables and removal of concentrate.
In the mid 1990s, the CD Series Knelson was advanced
by introducing the EXtended Duty, or XD Series, having
some features not available in the CD Series, mainly for
ease of maintenance and reduced wear. In 2010, the
newest design, shown in Figure 4, the Quantum Series, was
introduced, which again advanced the design, while also
reducing the cost. In the late 1990s, the Continuous
Variable Discharge, or CVD Concentrator was
commercialized, this series being designed to produce a
continuous discharge of concentrate targeting higher mass
yield applications such as gold sulphide and heavy mineral
recovery. Today, Knelson still manufactures all series of
concentrators, from a much improved MD to the CVD to
the newest Quantum Series.
In 1987, the first installation of Knelson Concentrators
in a hardrock milling circuit was commissioned at the
Camchib Mine in Chibougamau, Quebec. The success of
this installation soon caught the attention of the late Dr.
André Laplante, Associate Professor of Mineral Processing
at McGill University (Laplante et al., 1996) who was
intrigued by this new gold separator from Western Canada.
Some 10 years after being introduced to the Knelson
concentrator, Dr. Laplante pioneered what has become
accepted as the standard test methodology for gravity
amenability of an ore sample – the Gravity Recoverable
Gold (GRG) test (Laplante et al., 2000). The test treats
samples using one stage of crushing, followed by two
stages of grinding for a combined total of three size
reduction stages. Each size reduction stage is followed by a
gravity recovery step using the Knelson laboratory
concentrator. Concentrates from each stage of processing
are analyzed for Au recovery by size, and cumulative
gravity recovery is plotted as a function of gold particle size.
The test has proven to be a reliable indicator for the
potential of gold recovery by centrifugal gravity devices
and is discussed in detail elsewhere in this chapter.
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to avoid over-grinding and loss of the gold. Cleaning
applications are also quite common, where fine GRG is
removed specifically from flash, rougher, or final flotation
concentrates. Batch Knelsons are also installed for
recovery of platinum group metals (PGM’s), and in fact, todate the single largest Knelson installation globally is
installed for this purpose at the Norilsk Metallurgical
Facility in Siberia, Russia.

Figure 4. The Knelson Quantum Series Concentrator cutaway graphic
Incorporating Gravity Recovery Units into Flowsheets
Since the advent of the Knelson Concentrator and the
subsequent development of the industry-standard GRG
test, virtually all new gold projects are evaluated for the
presence of gravity recoverable gold, and in cases where
the test results return values in excess of 20% GRG, the
additional capital cost of including a gravity circuit can
often be economically justified. Over the past 20 years,
many of the most prominent and prolific gold and
copper/gold mines in the world have installed and have
benefitted from Knelson technology.
The main benefit of gravity concentration in today’s
modern gold plants is dependent on the type of
downstream processing. For plants with downstream
flotation, overall gold recovery increases typically between
1-10% (Nesset et al., 2005a; Yeomans et al., 2006;
Froehling et al., 2007), and occasionally up to 20%
(Espinosa, 2011). There is also an average of 2-3%
additional gold payment if gold doré bars are poured onsite. If the downstream process is leaching, the overall
recovery benefit is generally more modest, at 1-3%, Chong
et al. (2006). This is attributed to early recovery of gold at
the front end of the circuit. Capturing gold particles as
soon as they are liberated from the host rock reduces the
potential loss of these values due to any inefficiency of the
downstream processes. Other benefits include reduction in
reagent usage, improved security, reduction of gold lockup in the grinding circuit and subsequent improved cashflow and project NPV. Figure 5 shows a Knelson Au gravity
recovery circuit situated within the grinding circuit.
Applications
The original and most widely used application for the
Knelson Concentrator was recovery of GRG within primary
grinding circuits, and this remains true today. Over the
years, other applications have developed, such as units
installed in flotation regrind circuits for fine GRG recovery,

Figure 5. A multi-floor Au gravity circuit including Knelson
units located adjacent to the grinding circuit
Spurring a Renaissance in Gravity Concentration
Thanks to the willingness of the Canadian mining industry
to adopt and embrace the benefits of centrifugal gravity
separators, there has been a resurgence of interest in
gravity separation, particularly in the gold sector. Over the
past 15 years a number of new Canadian-based centrifugal
gravity devices have entered the market including the Hy-G
concentrator and the Falcon Concentrator. Falcon’s
enhanced gravity concentration technology began as a
hobby for Steve McAlister in the late 1970s and early
1980s. The original machines were crude, having to be
built with a very limited budget during spare time.
Eventually, prototypes were sufficiently robust and
effective to be trialed in an operating gold mill. The first
commercial installation was made in British Columbia’s
Blackdome Gold Mine in 1986. This first application was
shown to provide a measureable improvement in global
plant recovery by treating ground shaking table tailings to
produce a smeltable concentrate. Falcon now
manufactures the Semi-Batch (SB) fluidized batch
concentrator, the Falcon Continuous (C), designed for high
mass yield applications, the Falcon Ultra Fine (UF) for ultrafine applications, and the i-Con, designed for small scale
and artisanal miners. (Note: Falcon Concentrators Inc.
changed its name to Sepro Mineral Systems Corp. in 2008).
Similar gravity devices have subsequently emerged in
Brazil, Australia and China, further reinforcing the success
of and demand for this genuine Canadian technology.
Sadly, Byron Knelson passed away as this article was going
to press.
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The Laplante GRG Test
Background
The amenability of a gold ore to gravity recovery was
traditionally assessed by amalgamation techniques.
Alternative methods such as flotation (Graham, 1989) and
the use of the superpanne (Agar, 1993) for concentration
have met with limited success. In their initial work on the
subject, the McGill gold gravity research group, under the
leadership of Professor André R. Laplante, used the Mozley
laboratory separator (MLS) and the Gemini table as tools
to estimate the “free gold” content (Liu, 1989). The study
concluded that a higher capacity machine was needed to
treat a sufficiently large sample to overcome the problems
encountered. The ability of the then recently
commercialized Knelson centrifugal gravity concentrators
(30 cm and 72 cm diameter) to recover free gold spurred
the idea that if the 7.5 cm laboratory Knelson concentrator
(LKC) could recover gravity recoverable gold (GRG) and
match or surpass the performance of industrial gravity
separators, it could be used as a reliable tool for evaluating
free gold content. The Knelson Company (now Knelson
Gravity Solutions) supplied a lab scale unit to McGill
University in the early 1990s. It was found that the LKC not
only recovers 95% of amalgamable gold but also recovers
as much as 80% of the gold from the tailings of
conventional gravity equipment such as jigs, tables and
spirals (Banisi, 1990; Putz, 1994; Laplante et al., 1996).
Thus it was considered sufficiently promising as an efficient
gravity gold recovery device. The next question posed was
whether it recovered only GRG, a requirement if it was to
succeed as an analytical tool. Processing plant Knelson
concentrates showed that the LKC could recover 90-96% of
this gold into high grade concentrates (6-14% Au)
suggesting that most of the gold recovered by the LKC was
GRG (Liu, 1989; Putz, 1994). Furthermore, when testing
plant Knelson feed samples containing little GRG on an LKC,
gold recovery was particularly low, even though the feed
gold content was high (Laplante et al., 1993).
The Ideal Requirements
The test requirements were laid out to include the
following musts: process a small but statically significant
mass, 25 to 50 kg in most cases (but up to 100 kg in some);
not have any “gold traps”; recover only gold theoretically
recoverable by a plant gravity circuit; provide meaningful
and reproducible results; indicate the size (distribution) of
GRG and finally; avoid overgrinding of any free gold. It was
with these criteria in mind that the GRG test procedure
was developed. The sample mass requirement is a function
of the grade and size distribution of the contained gold.
Generally, if the gold distribution is below 840 μm (typ.
< 0.4 mg gold particles) and the grade is > 3 g/t, a sample
mass of 5-20 kg will be representative. This sample size
also yields good size-by-size information (relative error

< 10%) when grades are at t 20 g/t (Laplante et al., 1993).
Beyond these limits, larger sample sizes are required.
Clearly, in most cases it is difficult to generate acceptable
information for gold particles above 840 μm and
alternatives, such as the use of tracers (Walsh and Rao,
1986), should be sought to ensure representative sampling.
The Test Methodology
To resolve the ambiguity around the definitions of “free
gold”, an appropriate term, Gravity Recoverable Gold
(GRG), was assigned for the gold recovered by gravity
devices (Woodcock, 1994). Woodcock found that a threestage incremental size reduction (one stage crushing
followed by two stages grinding by rod mill), to a final P80
of 74 μm, produced higher cumulative GRG than a single
stage reduction to 74 μm, suggesting over-grinding of
coarser gold in the single stage method leading to reduced
recovery. The resulting GRG test method essentially
produces a release analysis curve that presents
information on both the size distribution as well as the
liberation size of the gold. The predicted values of total
GRG by the 3-stage method compared well with
mineralogical results, used as the benchmark. Over a wide
feed range of GRG values, the test essentially recovered all
of the GRG, and it was further found that the amount of
GRG recovered was not influenced by the grade of the ore.
The use of an appropriate feed sample mass of 25 to 100
kg provides for reproducible results and, due to the fact
that the LKC concentrates are relatively small in mass and
high grade means they can be assayed in their entirety (by
fire assay) and the usual nugget effect associated with
laboratory testing is minimized.
The original test procedure was standardized based on
68 GRG tests (Laplante et al., 2000) and is presented in
Figure 6. The sample feed mass is adjusted to gold grade
and expected gold particle size. Irrespective of mass used
for Stage 1, Stage 2 is typically performed on a 27 kg
sample and Stage 3 performed on 24 kg sample. An
updated GRG test procedure has recently been described
by Huang and Koppalkar (2010). They suggest an ore
sample size as high as 140 kg for low-grade (~ 1.0 g/t) ores
with coarse gold and note that the majority of tests in the
200 McGill database of Laplante used 100 kg feed samples.
Laplante identified four basic GRG responses from the
GRG test database that serve as guidelines for assessing
the GRG potential for a sample. Typical responses are
shown in Figure 7 where the captions for the curves
indicate the relative GRG recovery (low, medium and high
for fine GRG distribution, high for coarse GRG distribution).
Figure 8 shows the GRG response of different goldcontaining ores in the McGill dataset of Laplante. For a
given ore type and grade, a relationship exists that can be
used to provide an approximation of expected GRG
performance. Note that the data for gold contained in
massive sulphides and refractory-type deposits fall below
the data for the other ore types. Overall it has been found
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Figure 7. GRG response curves (Laplante et al., 2000)
The results of a GRG test do not directly indicate what
the gravity recovery of an installed circuit would be. This is
the product of three factors; the ore characteristics, the
grinding circuit design/operation, and the gravity recovery
circuit design/operation. The GRG test aims to quantify the
ore characteristics only. Laplante developed the concept of
“recovery effort” to incorporate these three factors in
understanding the overall performance of a gold recovery
circuit (Laplante et al., 2001). In practice, plant recoveries
in a gravity circuit have been found to vary from 20% - 90%
of the GRG test value. Laplante developed an approach for
predicting the overall gravity recovery, as well as the
proper design of gravity circuits (Laplante et al., 1995; Xiao
et al., 2001) based on initially understanding the GRG
performance of the ore (Figure 8).

The Laplante GRG test protocol was adapted for
quantifying the content of gravity recoverable platinum
group minerals (GRPGM) based on the rationale of similar
specific gravity for many platinum group minerals (s.g.
between 10 and 22) to that of gold (Au metal s.g. 19.3 ).
PGM’s have a tendency to report to the finer size classes
due to their high density and tendency to break easily
during grinding. Thus, the GRG test was modified by
including a fourth recovery stage at a higher rotating speed
of the LKC using tailing from Stage 3 processed without
further grinding (Xiao et al., 2009). The methodology was
found to be effective in quantifying the GRPGM content of
two ores; Raglan (Xstrata Nickel), but was ruled out based
on particle size and mineralogy considerations; and
Clarabelle (Vale), which showed potential for gravity
concentration of PGM’s. Laplante also pointed out
(Laplante and Dunne, 2002) that information from the GRG
protocol may be used to study the suitability of flash
flotation in a grinding circuit with possible subsequent
upgrading of the concentrate via a gravity circuit.
The GRG test that now bears his name has survived
the untimely passing of Professor Laplante in 2006,
becoming an industry standard that is used by testing
facilities worldwide to assess the amenability of ores to
gravity recovery, and as a protocol used in the design of
gravity recovery circuits.

Column Flotation
Background
One of the more dramatic changes in how the mineral
industry conducts froth flotation occurred with the advent
of the industrial-scale flotation column. Until adoption of
the column to key selected applications, which began in
earnest in the mid 1980s, virtually all flotation devices
were mechanically agitated cells. By the late 1990s,
column flotation was already being accepted as the
conventional technology for several specific applications,
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such as concentrate cleaning. The flotation column was
invented in Canada (Boutin and Wheeler, 1967), and
‘nurtured’ to industrial acceptance through the combined
efforts of Canadian universities and mining and technology
companies.
Early Development
The invention of the flotation column by Pierre Boutin and
Remi Tremblay (patented in 1962) resulted from earlier
work conducted on solvent extraction at the research
laboratory of Eldorado Mining, in which they applied the
column (as it is known today) to solvent-in-pulp processing
of uranium ore. In this application, they applied a diluent
‘wash’ stream to the top of the column, in order to
produce a solvent product that was clean of ore particles.
Boutin and Tremblay then applied the concept to ore
flotation, replacing the solvent droplets with air bubbles
and replacing the diluent with a wash water stream. The
first successful applications were on amine flotation of
silica from iron ore samples. The first notable industrial
success of flotation columns was by the Column Flotation
Company of Canada on molybdenite cleaning at Noranda’s
Les Mines Gaspé (Cienski and Coffin, 1981; and Coffin and
Miszczak, 1982). Undoubtedly, column flotation would not
have its prominent role in our industry today were it not
for the many years of hard work by Don Wheeler, who, in
essence, was the Column Flotation Company of Canada
(Wheeler, 1988).
Research and Industrial Implementation
Today, column flotation is an accepted means of froth
flotation for a broad range of applications: for example,
most of the world’s major copper producers use column
flotation as the final stage of cleaning. The technology is
also common for final cleaning of zinc, lead and
molybdenum sulphides, and in the processing of iron ores
and phosphates.
There has been a wealth of research and fundamental
studies on aspects of column flotation, some of which has
been described by Finch and Dobby (1990) in their seminal
book Column Flotation (1990) and by Finch, Uribe-Salas
and Xu (1994). The focal point for column flotation
research has been at McGill University, under the direction
of Professor Jim Finch, and for a number of years at the
University of Toronto by Glenn Dobby and his students
following up on Dobby’s pioneering PhD work on columns
at McGill. Since initiating research on column flotation in
1981, Finch has overseen research on more than 30
graduate theses related to the fundamentals of column
flotation – froth and frother fundamentals, particle
collection modeling, bubble size and gas rate
measurement, mixing fundamentals to name a few.
Arguably, the early and pioneering research coming from
Finch, Dobby, and those who followed, provided a certain
‘stamp of approval’, based on fundamentals, for the

dedicated work of the first industrial practitioners of
column flotation.
The initial commercial applications of column flotation
also involved a distinctly Canadian component. From about
1990 onwards, and following the pioneering, but not
overly commercially successful work of the Column
Flotation Company of Canada, two leading firms in the
testing, design and commercial supply of flotation columns
were MinnovEX Technologies (Toronto) and CESL
(Vancouver), later to become Canadian Process
Technologies (CPT). MinnovEX was founded by Glenn
Kosick and Glenn Dobby, and CPT by Harold Wyslouzil.
These two Canadian companies subsequently introduced
flotation column technology to all parts of the world as
well as to industrial applications beyond the mining sector.
Basis of Operation
A schematic of a flotation column is shown in Figure 9.
Industrial flotation columns are typically 10-14 m in height
and range in diameter from 0.5 to 5 m. As with mechanical
cells, two distinct zones are evident: the collection zone
(extending from the spargers to the froth:pulp interface),
and the froth zone. Interaction between these two zones,
with a significant recycle of collected particles from the
froth to the pulp, is especially important in the design and
operation of a flotation column. The froth of a flotation
column is usually water washed, with approximately as
much wash water added as there is water reporting to the
froth; the idea being to replace the “dirty” process water
with clean water. The water is most commonly added via
pans of the same diameter as the column, perforated with
4-8 mm diameter holes, located 20-30 cm above the froth,
thus generating a “rain” of water onto the surface of the
froth.
Wash Water

Froth Zone

Concentrate
Feed

Collection Zone

Air
Tailings

Figure 9. Schematic drawing of a flotation column and the
various flows
The key objective of water washing the froth is to
minimize recovery of hydrophilic gangue particles into the
concentrate via hydraulic entrainment; the wash water
replacing feed water that would have otherwise reported
to the concentrate carrying gangue particles with it. The
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effect of the water addition is also to create a froth where
the gas bubbles do not coalesce to the same degree as in
non-water washed froths (Yianatos et al., 1987). Hence, a
column froth is usually very stable even when deep; an
industrial column froth is typically 0.6-1.0 m deep. If there
is one key element to the success of flotation columns it
would be froth water washing, and the consequent
significant increase in concentrate grade that results.
The available surface area of a flotation machine is an
important consideration in most cleaning circuits due to
high mass recovery, and because of its small diameter-toheight ratio this is particularly the case with flotation
columns. The concentrate solids flux is referred to as the
“carrying rate”, described in units of tph/m2 (froth crosssectional area). Industrial columns typically operate at
between 1 and 3 tph/m2, depending on the level of wash
water addition and the particle size of the concentrate
(smaller particles will result in lower carrying rates). Failure
to adhere to design values for carrying rate will result (and
has resulted!) in flotation columns that do not achieve
their design performance.
Bubble generation in flotation columns was originally
achieved via “sparging” of air through pierced rubber or
woven-fabric sleeves. Another early method, developed by
the U.S. Bureau of Mines, was injection of an air-water
mixture through multiple 1 mm diameter orifices. Today
there are two other principle bubble generation
technologies. The first is jet sparging of air through orifices
and was developed to replace the operational
shortcomings of the rubber and fabric sleeve devices. Air is
forced under high pressure (50-80 psig, 350-550 kPa)
through annular or circular orifices, creating a jet of air
carried by its momentum into the slurry. The high shear
that exists along the gas-slurry interface of the jet results
in break-up of the air jet to produce a distribution of
relatively small bubbles. Bubble diameter is affected by the
jet velocity; the higher the jet velocity the smaller the
resulting bubbles. The second principal, and more recently
developed, method of bubble generation employed today
is by pumping of a portion of the cell tailings slurry through
a static mixer while simultaneously introducing a stream of
air at the mixer, and then directing the resulting air-slurry
mixture back into the cell. This technology, which produces
a narrower bubble size distribution than the jet sparging
technology, is termed the Microcel™, and was developed
by Yoon and Luttrell (1994) at Virginia Polytechnic.
Many flotation plant installations today use a
combination of columns and mechanical cells within
distinct circuits. This combination has been driven
primarily by the desire to match optimum cell performance
characteristics to the required circuit duty, which typically
results in the final stage(s) of cleaning by column flotation
to produce optimum concentrate grade, and scavenging of
the cleaner column tailings in mechanical cells to yield
optimum recovery. Figure 10 shows a typical installation of
large columns (5 m diameter) for copper cleaning duty. The
Canadian-developed and produced column flotation

technology has had a major impact on flotation circuit
design and performance over the past 50 years and has
helped to spur new initiatives in flotation cell design.

Figure 10. Example of MinnovEX column (5m diameter)
installation; 4 units on copper cleaning duty

McGill Gas Dispersion Technology
Background
Column flotation applications were expanding rapidly in
the late 1980s following the development of a scale-up
methodology and amenability test protocols. Columns
were typically over 10 m high with diameters up to 3 m. In
chemical engineering, such units, known as bubble column
reactors, were typically characterized by the relationship
between gas holdup and gas superficial velocity. While not
unknown in the flotation literature, these parameters and
method of characterization were not used, rather other
measures such as power intensity and air flow number,
more applicable to mechanical flotation machines, were
employed (Harris, 1976). It was nevertheless natural to
adapt the “chemical engineering” approach to flotation
columns, setting in motion a series of developments
culminating in the “gas dispersion technology” which is the
subject of this contribution to the chapter.
Gas superficial velocity is the volumetric flow rate of
gas (air) divided by the cross-sectional area of the column.
Given the apparent ease with which these two
components can be measured individually, the calculated
gas superficial velocity did not initially attract much
attention. One outcome, however, was the almost
universal subsequent use of the symbol Jg to represent the
superficial velocity. Focus was therefore on gas holdup.
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Gas Holdup Sensor
Gas holdup is the fraction of gas in a (volumetric) mixture
of gas and liquid (‘liquid’ here refers to water or slurry) and
is often given the symbol Ɛg. More formally the mixture is
referred to as a dispersion, the air bubbles as the dispersed
phase, and the liquid as the continuous phase. In air-water
systems, measurement is straightforward using differential
pressure over a known vertical distance along the column.
Laboratory studies almost immediately revealed the
important impact of frother on gas holdup: increasing
frother concentration increased gas holdup reflecting the
strong effect on reducing bubble size. This role of frother
in reducing bubble size would eventually become widely
understood and the measurement of gas holdup would
become a simple way to characterize frothers (Azgomi et
al., 2007). More pressing at the time, however, was how to
measure gas holdup in air-slurry (i.e., flotation) systems.
Simple extension of the pressure-based technique was not
easy because one needed the slurry density between the
pressure tapping points. To solve this required a fresh
approach, which was found by turning to the 19th Century
physicist Maxwell.
Maxwell had solved the relationship between the
conductivity of a dispersion and the volumetric fraction of
the dispersed phase. Treating air bubbles as a nonconducting dispersed phase, the solution could be rearranged to give the gas holdup as a function of the airslurry conductivity relative to the slurry conductivity.
Applying the approach first to air-water, the technique
proved as accurate as the pressure-based method. The
challenges going into flotation systems were two-fold: how
to exclude bubbles to measure slurry conductivity on its
own; and how to design a conductivity cell to constrain the
electric field to conform to the theoretical requirements of
the Maxwell equation. This would be the start of the
ingenuity that marked the development of the sensors by
the McGill team under the direction of Professor James A.
Finch and Dr. Cesar O. Gomez.
Two conductivity cells were designed, both open
cylinders allowing free flow of liquid. Various electrode
designs were tested but simple ring electrodes flush to the
inner cylinder wall proved adequate. Exclusion of the
bubbles was achieved by partially closing the base of one
cell to restrict entry of bubbles. This meant that the
density of the contents inside the cell was higher than that
of the outside, setting up a downward flow of liquid out of
the cell which effectively completed the seal against
bubbles entering. This created a syphon effect, liquid flow
out through the cell bottom and in through the top, giving
the cell its name, ‘syphon cell’ which measured the slurryonly conductivity. The modern design is a cylinder with a
conical base terminating in a hole sufficiently large to
permit the exit of the largest solid particles and providing a
downward liquid velocity low enough not to entrain
bubbles into the cylinder. The other ‘open cell’ measured
the bubble-slurry dispersion conductivity and Maxwell’s

model could be solved to give gas holdup.
Initial plant trials were disappointing. This required a
second innovation: a cell design to constrain the electric
field. The first conductivity cell designs used two ring
electrodes. This worked well in laboratory columns but in a
flotation machine this open design meant the electric field
had two paths between the electrodes, inside and outside
the cell. To constrain the field inside the cell as required, a
third ring electrode was added; the design with two outer
electrodes at the same polarity constrained the field within
the cell, satisfying the requirement to solve Maxwell’s
model. A gas holdup sensor suited to industrial flotation
units had been achieved as described by Tavera et al.
(1996). Figure 11 illustrates the open and syphon cells of
the gas holdup sensor; the units could become quite large
as Figure 12 demonstrates.
Open Cell

Syphon Cell

Figure 11. Schematic of the gas holdup sensor showing the
open and syphon cell concepts (left) and view of cells
(right)

Figure 12. Gas holdup sensor designed for 90 m3 cell
Gas Superficial Velocity Sensor
One of the initial uses made of the gas holdup sensor was
to combine with gas superficial velocity to estimate bubble
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size. According to “drift flux analysis” (Banisi and Finch,
1994) there appeared to be a unique combination of gas
holdup, gas superficial velocity and bubble size; that is,
knowing two of the three, the third could be calculated.
Given that gas holdup and superficial velocity were now
available, estimating bubble size was the logical application
of the analysis. This fitted a request from the Noranda
Technology Centre in the summer of 1996 to estimate
bubble surface area flux in mechanical flotation cells.
A tube with a valve, which was in essence what had
been used, is an attractively simple construction and an
improvement over the old plant metallurgist technique of
using an inverted water-filled graduated cylinder to
measure air flow exiting the pulp. Adding a pressure gauge,
measuring the rate of pressure increase after closing the
valve could be related precisely to the gas superficial
velocity. This proved a great success in the continuing test
work at Brunswick Mine (Figure 13 shows the first such
unit in action on site) thus providing the second of the gas
dispersion sensors, the Jg sensor, as described in detail by
Gomez and Finch (2002). Being simple, robust and reliable,
it found immediate use checking air measurements,
detecting faulty instrument installations and permitting recalibration of others (Dahlke et al., 2001). In a meeting
with Brunswick Mine personnel at the 2001 CMP meeting,
the question: ‘how to use the sensor technology to
improve the process was posed’. The outcome was the
notion of testing different air distributions to a bank of
cells, or “air profiling”.

(2004): the increasing profile gave superior performance,
highest grade at target bank recovery. The switch to an
increasing air rate profile was made, eventually to all four
cleaning stages, and produced significant revenue
increases. Air profiling has been implemented at other
sites with equally impressive performance gains (Gorain,
2005; Hernandez-Aguilar et al.; 2007; Hadler et al., 2010).
The origin of improved performance with the increasing
profile is still the subject of enquiry, recent theoretical
work suggesting it is related fundamentally to how mass is
distributed down the bank (Montanaldo et al., 2011). For
McGill’s part, to avoid the lengthy air profiling exercise
using a single sensor, multi-sensor units were developed
(Torrealba et al., 2004) that are now also used to
characterize air distribution in individual cells (Araya et al.,
2009). Figure 14 shows a set of multiple sensors
performing a single cell characterisation.

Jg

Pulp
Density

Bubble
Size

Ɛg

Figure 14. Example of multiple sensors performing a single
cell characterisation
Bubble Size Analyzer

Figure 13. The first industrial gas superficial velocity (Jg)
sensor, in action at Brunswick Mine: the operator (Ralph
Dahlke of McGill) is closing the valve to collect the
pressure-time response that is processed to estimate Jg
The first air profiling exercise used only one gas
velocity sensor (Figure 13). Given the interaction between
cells where changing air to one would alter that to the
others, setting a profile was a lengthy process. Over a
period of months, three profiles, increasing, decreasing
and balanced (flat), were tested on one of the two parallel
banks of seven cells comprising the final Zn cleaning stage
at Brunswick Mine. To start, each cell was characterized by
measuring gas holdup vs. gas rate to determine the
operating range of the cell and ensure that the selected air
rates could be handled by the cell. The result of the air
profiling exercise was clear as reported by Cooper et al.

With gas holdup and gas superficial velocity sensors
available, estimation of bubble size applying drift flux
analysis seemed at hand. Naturally, there was a need to
validate the bubble size estimates. An existing bubble
sizing method (the UCT method), based on drawing
bubbles into a capillary tube, was finding use in industrial
machines (Randall et al., 1990) but had limitations. The
sampling-for-imaging method of Jameson and Allum (1984)
seemed to offer a simpler approach. The setup is a
sampling tube/viewing chamber combination. To operate,
the device is filled with frother-containing water (to
preserve bubble size by limiting bubble coalescence) and
the sampling tube is inserted into the flotation cell at a
prescribed distance below the froth. A valve at the end of
the tube is opened and bubbles rise into the chamber via
the tube, free of slurry, to be imaged. The chamber will
slowly cloud with released particles from the bursting
bubbles, but for several minutes clear pictures are
obtained, which are analyzed to give the bubble size
distribution. The common problem, out-of-focus bubbles,
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was encountered with the first design (Chen et al., 2001).
This was neatly solved by sloping the viewing window,
forcing the bubbles to spread into a monolayer, and giving
the underside of the window as the focal plane (Gomez
and Finch, 2002). The apparent inspiration was watching
champagne bubbles rise along the neck of the bottle.
Experimental and theoretical analysis revealed the
advantages of the sloped window design (HernandezAguilar and Finch, 2005). Figure 15 shows a picture of the
most recent design (circular viewing chamber) and
example images from an industrial flotation cell.

0

awarded the MetSoc/CIM Xstrata Falconbridge Innovation
Award in 2007 and played a large part in the prestigious
NSERC Leo Derikx Synergy Award in 2008 which recognizes
significant
university-industry
collaboration.
The
developments continue, for example, with the recent
addition of on-site frother analysis capability, recognizing
this reagent’s key role in gas dispersion (Zangooi et al.,
2010).
The gas dispersion technology was developed under
the NSERC (Natural Sciences and Engineering Research
Council) CRD (Collaborative Research and Development)
program by a series of graduate students and research
professionals, and by strong support from many Canadian
mining companies who have enthusiastically sponsored
and received the work.

5 mm

Figure 15. Viewing chamber and camera setup (left) of the
McGill Bubble Viewer, and example images from an
industrial flotation cell (right)
The ability to see bubbles in a flotation cell has given
sight to what hitherto was hidden. Demonstrating the insitu bubble size has never failed to attract attention – and
opinions. The technology has been used to assess sparging
systems in flotation column (Hernandez-Aguilar et al.,
2010) and examine impeller designs in mechanical
machines (Yaňez et al., 2009). The McGill group have used
it most recently to model the action of frothers (Nesset,
2010; Zhang et al., 2010). Going back to the original reason
for its design, we find that bubble size measured
frequently does not agree with the bubble size estimated
from drift flux. The discrepancy appears to be related to an
impact of frother, not only on bubble size but also on rise
velocity through an apparent relationship with bubble
shape, opening a new un-explored aspect of gas dispersion
(Gomez et al., 2010).
Summary
Over a period of some 20 years, driven by a need to
understand industrial units, a series of innovative sensors
has resulted in the so-called gas dispersion technology. The
technology has been provided via sensors and training to
over 25 sponsor companies, universities and research
centers on every continent bar Antarctica (as illustrated by
Figure 16), and over 20 sets of units have been supplied to
sponsors, both through the Chair in Mineral Processing at
McGill and through the Amira P9 Mineral Processing
project. Over the years, McGill research teams have
performed measurements at around 40 concentrators
worldwide (Nesset et al., 2005a, 2006). The technology is
firmly entrenched (Harbort and Schwarz, 2010). The
development led directly to the McGill group being

Figure 16. Site engineers at a South African plant being
trained in gas dispersion measurements by McGill’s Jason
Doucet (right)
Statistical Reconciliation of Mass Balance Data: the
BILMAT™ Story
Introduction
The challenge of reconciling mass balance data in mineral
processing plants has been recognized for decades.
Although research has been conducted to solve the
problem in a number of universities and research centres
around the globe (see Hodouin, 2010, for a complete
survey), the team led by Professor Daniel Hodouin of Laval
University was undoubtedly amongst the most innovative,
thorough and productive. Their efforts led to the
development of BILMAT™, the renowned algorithm and
software that the Laval team introduced more than 35
years ago.
Although the concept appears simple, statistical data
reconciliation is complex, and refinements to the
technique still need to be developed to extend and
facilitate its applicability by mineral processing
professionals. The group at Laval (now called ‘LOOP’)
remains amongst the most active. Data reconciliation,
initially developed for basic measurements in mineral
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processing plants (flowrates, metal grades, particle size
distribution), has been extended to more complex systems
such as cement plant (Hodouin et al., 1982), uranium
(Hodouin and Vaz Coehlo, 1987), precious metals ore
concentration processes (Hodouin et al., 1988; Bellec et al.,
2007), as well as hydrometallurgical (Bazin et al., 2005) and
pyrometallurgical (Bazin et al., 2003) processes. Peripheral
but important tools involving data reconciliation have also
been proposed, such as:
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)
vi)
vii)

analysis of data redundancy and unmeasured variables
“estimateability,” (Hodouin et al., 1991),
assessment of sampling and measurement errors and
correlation importance (Hodouin et al., 1998),
gross errors and process faults detection (Berton and
Hodouin, 2007),
sensor placement (Mazzour et al., 2002; Hodouin et al.,
2011),
analysis of reconciled data accuracy (Flament et al.,
1986),
dynamic data reconciliation (Makni et al., 1995; Poulin
et al., 2008; Lachance et al., 2006, 2008), and
integration of data reconciliation procedures in
control and optimization loops (Hodouin, 2011).

The Development of BILMAT™
The BILMAT™ acronym came from the French expression
``BILan de MATière’’, translated as “material balance”.
Available commercially, the BILMAT™ material balance
computation software is routinely used for improving the
quality of collected plant data, for estimating unmeasured
variables, as well as for designing sampling campaigns and
for strategically selecting/locating instruments in
metallurgical and mineral processing plants (Hodouin and
Everell, 1980; Hodouin et al., 1981). The corrections and
estimations made by BILMAT™ are determined statistically
by minimizing the weighted squared differences
(essentially the variance) between measured and
corrected values, while satisfying mass conservation
equations. The approach can be applied to a wide range of
process engineering functions, for example, energy
balances for which the equations are inherently associated
with mass balance equations and exhibit the same
structure.
Development of BILMAT™ started in 1974 to soothe
the frustrations of a master’s student of the Mining and
Metallurgy Department at Laval University (Québec) who
was trying to extract reliable information from plant data
collected at the Opémiska copper concentrator near
Chapais (in the Abitibi region of northern Québec). The
challenge was to assess the circulating load of the grinding
mill circuit using particle size distributions of the
hydrocyclone feed, overflow and underflow. Circulating
loads calculated from size classes on an individual basis
were all different. Inconsistencies and scattered results
were also experienced when attempts were made to

determine the energy balance around the grinding mill
using measurements from the mill feed and discharge
slurry temperatures as well as the power drawn by the mill
motor. The very first version of the BILMAT™ algorithm
was then developed, applying some of the principles of the
approach proposed at University of Toronto (Smith and
Ichiyen, 1973). Subsequently, mass balance problems for
the chemical engineering industry were tackled at
McMaster University in the 1980s and 1990s (Crowe et al.,
1983; Crowe, 1996; Tong and Crowe, 1997) and, more
recently, at University of Ottawa (Bai et al., 2006).
The BILMAT™ software was initially coded using the
interpreted APL language, which is flexible, compact and
relates well to the mathematical formulation of the
problem. Although extremely powerful, this programming
language was found inadequate for day-to-day software
utilization in industrial plants. At the beginning of the
1980s, as part of the SPOC project initiated by CANMET
(Natural Resources Canada), a FORTRAN version of
BILMAT™ was developed (Hodouin and Flament, 1985),
simultaneously to MATBAL, a material balance program
based on a different calculation algorithm (Laguitton,
1985; Laguitton and Leung, 1989). It is the FORTRAN
version that CANMET started using in 1981, as a platform
to transfer the technology and knowledge to the mineral
processing industry, and to various research centres
(Laguitton and Wilson, 1979; Petruk et al., 1991). Reports,
workshops, on-line demonstrations, user support and
remote software access were initially used as technology
transfer channels. In 1985, a micro-computer version of
BILMAT was developed on the IBM-PC platform. The
software was then significantly modified to take full
advantage of the graphical capabilities offered by this
emerging technology (Bilodeau and Laguitton, 1990), and
to deliver the first truly portable computer software “aids”
for mineral processing plants in remote locations
(Laguitton and Bilodeau, 1987).
In January of 1996, CANMET signed an agreement with
Algosys, a small private company based in Québec City,
who acquired the rights for BILMAT™. At the time, the
software was still running under DOS but shortly after the
transaction, Algosys undertook the migration of BILMAT™
to the Windows environment. The impressive technology
transfer activities that CANMET had conducted earlier
(Laguitton and Pilgrim, 1988) were adopted and leveraged
by Algosys and were used as a springboard for increasing
the visibility of BILMAT™ in the industry (through training
sessions, workshops, technical seminars, mining industry
trade shows). As plant engineers and metallurgists were
becoming increasingly comfortable with spreadsheets, it
became obvious to Algosys that an MS-EXCEL-based user
interface needed to be developed. The interface was
designed and an initial, but limited version of BILMAT™ for
Windows and Excel was released in 1998. Motivated by the
success of this release, Algosys completed the migration
and the full version of BILMAT™ for Windows and Excel
was released in 1999.
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As statistical reconciliation remains the subject of
several on-going research and development activities at
both Laval University and at Algosys, a strong synergy has
developed between the two organizations. The technical
refinements that are developed are regularly integrated
into Algosys software products and contribute to
maintaining BILMAT™ as the most advanced mass
balancing solution for metallurgical plants. Two of the
most powerful of these are for metal accounting and for
on-line filtering (smoothing) of process data. As such,
Algosys has developed a fully configurable system, known
as ‘Metallurgical Accountant™’, which has all the metal
accounting functionalities that are required by
metallurgical and mineral processing plants. Additionally, a
real-time version of BILMAT™, called ‘BILMAT-RealTime™’,
automatically reconciles data as it becomes available from
on-line instruments that provide the mass balance input
information (e.g. on-stream analyzers, flowmeters, weighscales).
Over the years, BILMAT™ has acquired a worldwide
reputation for its advanced features and robustness.
BILMAT™ is currently used in one form or another,
including
BILMAT-RealTime™
and
Metallurgical
Accountant™, in hundreds of mineral processing and
metallurgical plants spanning more than 25 countries as
illustrated globally in Figure 17. It is being applied to a wide
range of processes and commodities (from conventional
flotation to smelting, refining, heap leaching, CIP/CIL
cyanidation, solvent extraction and electro-winning, and
for Cu, Pb, Zn, Ni, Co, Fe, Au, Ag, Pt, U as well as potash,
phosphate, borate, and oil sands). The initial and
continued development of data reconciliation protocols
and strategies, exemplified by BILMAT™ and related tools,
is truly an outstanding Canadian success story.

Figure 17. Global Presence of BILMAT™. The area of the
circles reflects relative product sales

The Development of a Methodology and
Test Apparatus to Assess the SelfHeating Potential of Sulphides
Background
Each year, worldwide, millions of tons of ore are mined,
upgraded and concentrates shipped to local and distant

smelters where they are further processed to extract the
valuable metals. For most ores, the mining, the upgrading
and the shipping stages present few, if any, unmanageable
risks. There are, however, some sulphide ores, and
associated waste rock and products, that have the
potential to self-heat (sometimes referred to as
spontaneous heating or pyrophoric behaviour), and when
exposed to favourable environmental conditions and other
factors, can generate sufficient heat to cause the material
to reach temperatures in excess of 500°C with the
evolution of toxic SO2 gas. Examples of these events are
not always publicized (for obvious reasons) but,
nevertheless, one can find reports of incidents where
sulphides have self-heated and created hazardous
environments, (Ninteman, 1978; Meng et al., 1993). An
early reference at the newly opened Sullivan lead-zinc
mine in British Columbia (O’Brien et al., 1926) describes
handling reactive pyrrhotite-rich muck by minimizing time
in the stopes after blasting. Forty years later, a series of
articles published in the CIM Bulletin (June 1977) highlight
the problem of “hot-muck” underground (Farnsworth,
1977; Good, 1977; Headley et al., 1977) as exemplified by
the classic cover photograph of that issue, shown in Figure
18. The method of dealing with the problem was similar to
that reported in 1926 by O’Brien et al. (1926), minimize the
delay in moving blasted muck. Understanding why some
sulphide materials react and others do not was limited
(Bowes, 1954; Wegener and Schleiper, 1977).

Figure 18. The CIM Bulletin cover from June 1977 showing
hot muck at the Sullivan mine
Fires at the Brunswick Mine of Noranda (now Xstrata
Zinc) were caused when active waste rock was put
underground as rockfill in mined-out stopes in the 1970s
and 1980s, (Rosenblum et al., 1995). After unsuccessful
attempts to extinguish the fire, the area was sealed-off to
limit oxygen availability, vented and the sulphide “fire”
allowed to burn itself out over the next two decades. More
recently, Bernier and Li (2003) have reported on sulphide256
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containing paste-fill fires at three underground mines as
have Moerman et al. (1999). There are published and
unpublished reports of the self-heating of concentrates
during transportation and storage. The sinking of the N.Y.K.
Liner S/S Bokuyo Maru in 1939 was attributed to
spontaneous combustion of copper concentrate
(Kirshenbaum, 1968). In another incident (1969) a ship
carrying a cargo of zinc-lead concentrate, had to return to
port after it was reported that the hold was glowing red
hot and emitting SO2 fumes (Wright et al., 1972). Fires
resulting from spontaneous heating have also been known
to occur in storage sheds and during ground transportation
as reported to the writer as personal communications in
the course of testing samples. Although these incidents are
relatively infrequent, they nevertheless pose a significant
risk to safety that is worth understanding in more depth.
Over the years, the industry has acquired some
understanding of the cause and effect of self-heating of
sulphides. It was known, for example, that pyrrhotitecontaining sulphides are more reactive than other sulphide
mixtures. Sudbury and Petkovich (1961) studied the selfheating behaviour of pyrrhotite-rich Cu-Ni concentrate, as
an alternative to a steam-heated travelling-grate oven, for
agglomerating briquettes. It was also known that oxygen
and moisture play a significant role in the self-heating
process (Kirshenbaum, 1968). More significantly, there
existed no reliable methodology for measuring self-heating
or for classifying materials for their potential to self-heat.
In 1975, resulting from various incidents (involving heating
of sulphide materials, including the reactive waste rock at
the Brunswick Mine) that had occurred within the Noranda
group of companies, a team of researchers working at the
Noranda Technology Centre (NTC, Pointe Claire, Quebec)
were asked to develop a methodology and test apparatus
for assessing self-heating potential of sulphide materials,
and to study the contributing factors. The task was taken
on by Paul Spira and Frank Rosenblum, scientists at NTC,
under the guidance of Klaus Konigsmann of Noranda. After
some unsuccessful attempts they came up with a
prototype test apparatus and procedure that measured
the self-heating rate (oC/hr) of (powdered) sulphide
material tested at 40oC. The oxygen consumed by the test
sample was also recorded. Using this test procedure, tests
were conducted to assess the effect of moisture on selfheating and it was shown that dry materials do not selfheat. For the tested sulphide samples it was also shown
that the maximum self-heating occurs at 3% (wt) moisture,
presumably a balance between air (oxygen) permeability
and having sufficient moisture for the reaction.
By 1978, the team had improved on the methodology
and the apparatus, forming the basis for the “Standard SHC
(self-heating capacity) Test” in use today (Rosenblum and
Spira, 1981). The apparatus is essentially a calorimeter
equipped with thermocouples to measure the heating
generated when air is periodically blown into the
powdered mixture (blown for 15 min every 5 hours).
Samples are tested successively at two controlled

temperatures: 70oC and 140oC (denoted as Stage A and
Stage B) for 50 hours at each stage, with the heating rates
(oC/hr) measured for each stage. The two-stage testing is
the key to the methodology; Stage A is an “accelerated
weathering” period where an active mixture reacts to
produce elemental sulphur and heat. Stage B, at 140oC,
simulates the heating reactions in the absence of moisture
(driven off > 100oC) where any elemental sulphur formed
in Stage A will react to form SO2, and again a release of
heat, depending on the amount of sulphur generated in
Stage A. The full sequence of reactions is likely more
complex and has been studied by Somot and Finch (2010)
and Payant et al. (2011). The two-stage testing improves
on other single stage tests used to assess self-heating risk
since these may give a false negative response in the
absence of the critical weathering stage (Stage A). A third
stage (Stage C), characterized by very high heating rates,
may occur for temperatures > ~350 oC (sometimes called
the “ignition temperature”). Figures 19 and 20 show
schematic and laboratory views, respectively, of the SHC
apparatus (6 units) as it appears today.
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Figure 19. Schematic of the self-heating apparatus
Auto flow
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computer
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Figure 20. The self-heating test facility, originally at NTC,
now located at McGill University
Over a period of almost 30 years, some 800 tests were
conducted on a wide variety of materials including ores,
tailings, pastefill, concentrates and precipitates. The
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compilation and analysis of this database from the
perspective of the “potential” of a material to self-heat
and known incidents, resulted in the generation of a “risk
assessment chart”, shown in Figure 21, plotting Stage A
versus Stage B SHC values. The work has been summarized
in two papers by Rosenblum and colleagues (Rosenblum
and Spira, 1995; Rosenblum et al., 2001).
The merger of Noranda and Falconbridge precipitated
the closing of NTC in early 2003, and the self-heating
equipment was relocated to the Department of Materials
and Mining Engineering of McGill University. This began a
period of more fundamental research under the direction
of Professor Jim Finch and his graduate students,
examining the basic reactions and their chemical,
electrochemical and thermodynamic basis. The group has
developed a new environmental self-heating apparatus, or
“weathering chamber”, that permits close control of
temperature, humidity, and oxygen content to better
simulate in-situ conditions of handling these materials.
More recently, the facility has also been used by Professor
Ferri Hassani and students to examine the self-heating
behaviour of mine pastefill. The work continues with the
goal of finding ways to mitigate and manage self-heating
behaviour in order to reduce the risk involved in the
processing, transportation and storage of these materials.
The research has been enthusiastically received and
supported by many Canadian, as well as international,
mining companies. The value of the technology is evident
in the continued demand for testing of materials from
process plants, mining operations and projects in all parts
of the world. This testing service has been provided since
2003 by Frank Rosenblum and Jan Nesset at the McGill
facility.
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Figure 21. The self-heating risk assessment chart showing
the five regions of increasing risk (Rosenblum et al., 2001)

Pyrrhotite Depression Technology
Background
Since the early 1970s, pyrrhotite (Po) rejection during

milling has been one of the main strategies for SO2
emission reduction at Vale’s Ontario Operations by limiting
sulphur input to the smelter (Agar, 1991). Po accounts for
75% of the total sulphur in the ore and until 1970 very little
was rejected during processing resulting in the emission of
up to 2.5 million tonnes/year of SO2 in the Sudbury area.
At present (2011), about 145,000 tonnes/year of SO2 are
emitted with similar metal production, and about 80% of
the reduction is as a result of pyrrhotite rejection in
flotation.
DETA-Na2SO3
Po occurs in two crystalline forms: monoclinic and
hexagonal. Hexagonal Po contains more iron and is nonmagnetic, while monoclinic Po is ferromagnetic and can
therefore be removed by low intensity magnetic
separation. Po in Sudbury area ores contains on average
0.7% nickel in its crystal structure and this nickel is lost
when Po is rejected. At Clarabelle Mill, which is now the
only Vale ore processing facility in the Sudbury area, the
monoclinic pyrrhotite is removed by magnetic separation
prior to flotation while hexagonal pyrrhotite is recovered
by scavenger flotation. Both pyrrhotite streams are treated
by regrinding and selective flotation to recover pentlandite
(Pn) and chalcopyrite (Cp) liberated during regrinding. As
the proportion of hexagonal Po in the ore has increased
over the last two decades, the selective flotation of Cp and
Pn against this form of Po (non-magnetic) has become
more important. Both the Vale Base Metals Technology
Development laboratory in Mississauga and the Ontario
Operations of Vale have been working on better methods
of rejecting Po in flotation. In the 1980s, two methods, one
using sodium cyanide and the other using SO2 as
depressants, were developed and patented, but for various
reasons were not implemented (Agar, 1991). The most
significant finding has been the use of diethylene triamine
(DETA) and triethylene tetramine (TETA) in depressing Po
(Marticorena et al., 1994). INCO (now Vale) was granted a
patent for its use in Po depression in 1991. Research work
continued in the laboratory and at the mill to improve the
effectiveness and to understand the mechanism of Po
depression by these reagents. Meanwhile, Falconbridge
(now Xstrata Nickel) was granted a patent in 1995, based
on DETA plus a water-soluble sulphur-containing inorganic
compound, for enhanced Po depression (Kelebek et al.,
1995). This development made the action of DETA more
consistent. In 2001, INCO and Falconbridge agreed to
mutually be entitled to apply the technology so that both
could use these reagents.
During the laboratory and on-site mini-plant testwork,
it was observed that while DETA+Na2SO3 decreased the
rate of flotation of Po, “rock” (i.e. non-sulphide gangue)
recovery was increased. The explanation was that
DETA+Na2SO3 increased the “stickyness” and volume of
flotation froth, increasing the level of entrainment of fine
rock. As a result, the single stage circuit, used initially, was
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replaced in 1999 with a two-stage circuit as shown in
Figure 22, giving improved Ni, Cu and PGM recoveries (Xu
et al., 2001). During the development of the two-stage Po
rejection circuit, it was found that regrinding and use of a
flotation column would benefit Pn-Po selectivity. Extensive
on-site column test work was carried out in 1997 to
confirm the advantage of columns over mechanical cells,
but flotation columns were not implemented at that time
due to cost considerations.
Scavenger
Concentrate
DETA/Na2SO3

Regrind

Scav-cleaner
Tails

Scav-Cleaner

Compared to Sudbury ore, the Voisey’s Bay Ovoid ore has
higher head grades in both nickel and copper. From the
initial laboratory work, mini-plant testwork and a pilot
plant campaign in 2002 (Wells et al., 2007), a Po rejection
circuit as shown in Figure 23 was developed to treat the
rougher-cleaner tails and scavenger concentrate (no
magnetic separation was possible because of the presence
of only hexagonal Po). This circuit used a tower mill for fine
regrinding, DETA-Na2SO3 for Po depression, and a cleanerscavenger stage to ensure high Pn recovery. The DETANa2SO3 technology was, however, not implemented at the
Voisey’s Bay Concentrator because of the concerns that
DETA nickel and copper complexes would degrade even
less than in Sudbury, due to the shorter warm season in
Labrador. The need for the cleaner-scavenger stage was
intensively tested during piloting and was found to
contribute to good Pn-Po separation by recovering slow
floating Pn and Pn-Po composite particles, and is part of
the circuit that was ultimately implemented at the Voisey’s
Bay Concentrator.

Scav-Recleaner

DETA/Na2SO3

Tower Mill
P80=60μm
Scav Concentrate
Rougher Cleaner Tails

Scav Cleaner

Cleaner-Scav

Po Tails

Scav-recleaner Concentrate
Recleaner

Figure 22. The two-stage Po rejection circuit implemented
at the Clarabelle Mill in 1999 with DETA-Na2SO3 and
regrind mill
The use of DETA-Na2SO3 for Po depression is not
without its challenges. In the fall of 2004, almost ten years
after its introduction to the Clarabelle Mill, DETA began to
show up as a DETA-Cu complex in the effluent of the waste
water treatment plant. Sporadic monthly copper
exceedances in effluent (> 0.3 mg/L) have been observed
ever since. DETA is a strong chelating agent and the
complexes with Cu2+ and Ni2+ are very stable. The
conventional waste water treatment of raising the pH
above 9.5 with lime to form metal hydroxide precipitates is
therefore not completely effective when these strong
complexes are present. In order to use DETA at sufficient
dosage for desirable Po depression, without heavy metal
exceedances in effluent, effective mitigation methods have
been developed to remove DETA and its complexes from
the process water.
Voisey’s Bay Circuit
A high level of Po rejection for the Voisey’s Bay massive
sulphide deposit was considered paramount at the onset
of the project in 1997, as over 70% of the Ovoid ore is
either hexagonal pyrrhotite or troilite (stoichiometric FeS).
The higher concentrate shipping cost and risk associated
with the potential for self-heating due to high Po content
also dictated that Po rejection be given high priority.

Po Concentrate

Figure 23. The Po rejection circuit developed for the
Voisey’s Bay Concentrator. Note that the DETA-Na2SO3
addition was not implemented
Clarabelle Circuit
Based on the experience of operating the two-stage Po
rejection at Clarabelle Mill and the successful operation of
the new concentrator at Voisey’s Bay, a project was
initiated to simplify the flowsheet and to increase overall
nickel recovery at the Clarabelle Mill. Furthermore,
Sudbury ore continues to become more challenging due to
increased proportion of hexagonal Po, zones of high pyrite,
and more frequent occurrence of floatable talc and
orthopyroxene. To decrease the adverse impact of these
deleterious mineralogy trends on metallurgy, new
strategies had to be developed. For example, with an
increasing proportion of hexagonal Po, magnetic
separation becomes less important, while Po rejection by
flotation is increasingly so. Consequently, a new flowsheet
has been tested which features:
•
•

No magnetic separation before rougher flotation
Addition of a rougher cleaner with DETA/Na2SO3 for
depression of Po
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•

The remaining Po is recovered in scavenger flotation.
The Po rejection circuit is fed with scavenger
concentrate plus rougher-cleaner tailings and features
fine regrind in an IsaMill™, a Po rejection rougher in
mechanical cells and cleaning in columns, and addition
of a Po scavenger stage.

The Future
The new Po rejection circuit is shown in Figure 24. This
circuit reflects the collective wisdom and experience of Po
depression at the Vale Base Metals Technology
Development laboratory. It is expected that the new
flowsheet will respond more effectively to changing ores
and will increase overall nickel recovery by 3 to 4%. Much
of the expected increase in Ni recovery comes from an
improved Pn-Po separation. Research into the area of
decomposition of DETA-metal complexes is ongoing. In
addition, biodegradable polymers (so called green
chemicals) are also being explored for Po depression in
flotation. Vale and INCO (before), along with Xstrata and
Falconbridge (before), have been world-leaders in
understanding and implementing Po-rejection in their
plants. Their successes have already resulted in very
significant reductions in SO2 and other off-gas emissions.

Bessemer matte from Sudbury, containing both copper
and nickel, was roasted, leached and the copper cemented
out with nickel metal. Neither process was particularly
efficient. In 1930, INCO introduced flotation at the Copper
Cliff Mill near Sudbury and quite quickly thereafter started
carrying out a copper-nickel separation on the high grade
fraction of the concentrate. This separation used a nearly
saturated lime circuit and sodium cyanide, with the pulp
being conditioned with steam. Up to 75% of the copper
was removed as a concentrate assaying 30% copper and
1% nickel using the flowsheet illustrated in Figure 25. The
copper concentrate was initially smelted in reverberatory
furnaces, and later was treated in the Inco oxygen flash
furnace introduced in 1952.
High Grade Cu/Ni
Concentrate
Lime/NaCN
Lime
NaCN

Po Rougher

Po Scavenger

Po Tails

IsaMill
P80=40μm

Po Concentrate
Po Cleaner

Figure 24. The new Po rejection circuit for the Clarabelle
Mill (to be operational by 2013)

Cu-Ni Separation Technology
Earlier Cu-Ni Separation Processes
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Low Grade
Ni Concentrate
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Copper
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Figure 25. Cu-Ni separation flowsheet at Copper Cliff Mill
until 1992 at INCO Sudbury Operation
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Perhaps the most significant change in nickel-copper
separation technology came in 1948 with the introduction
by INCO of the matte separation process. In this process,
the Bessemer matte is slow cooled over four or five days to
allow crystal growth and therefore differentiation of
chalcocite (Cu2S) from heazlewoodite (Ni3S2) and a nickelcopper metallic phase. The matte is crushed and wet
ground in rod and ball mills, nickel-copper metallics are
removed by magnetic separation, and chalcocite is then
floated from heazlewoodite in a near- saturated lime
circuit with diphenyl guanidine used as both collector and
frother. This process was subsequently adopted in Jinchan,
China and in Norilsk, Russia.
Falconbridge (Xstrata) Strathcona

Significant amounts of copper and nickel minerals were
discovered in the Sudbury area of Northern Ontario in
1885 but it was not until a process was developed to
separate the elements that the deposits became of
economic importance. In 1901, the Orford process was
introduced by the International Nickel Company, which
later became INCO, and is now part of Vale. This process
used sodium sulphide in a pyrometallurgical separation of
copper from nickel and from then on, Sudbury became a
major source of both metals. INCO received some
competition in the Sudbury basin when the founders of
Falconbridge (now part of Xstrata) discovered and
developed the ore body that bears the Falconbridge name.
Falconbridge used the Hybinette process, at a refinery in
southern Norway (now Xstrata Nikkelverk), in which the

Falconbridge started copper–nickel separation at their
Strathcona Mill, also in the Sudbury basin, around 1984
using the INCO process (lime and cyanide) and then
introduced column technology in 1988 which improved
nickel rejection from the copper concentrate dramatically,
and they were able to make a concentrate that was
consistently 30% Cu and less than 0.4% nickel, (Kelebek et
al., 1997). This improvement was both technically and
economically significant since it allowed the concentrate to
be processed through a lower-cost copper smelter with a
reduced loss of nickel. The other circuit change that was
considered important was the use of copper scavenging
using mechanical cells. This improved overall copper
recovery to copper concentrate.
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INCO Voisey’s Bay, Clarabelle and Thompson
Research at the INCO laboratories in Mississauga in the
1980s demonstrated that pentlandite (Ni, Fe)9S8 , which is
the major bearer of nickel in most sulphide nickel ores,
could be depressed by oxidation with air in high lime slurry.
It was further shown that the oxidation acted by removing
the xanthate collector from the pentlandite surface. At the
same time, any pyrrhotite (Po) (Fe1-xS) in the concentrate
was activated so that it became possible to produce a very
high grade (25% Ni) concentrate while the pyrrhotite could
then be depressed (normally with cyanide) to allow the
production of a high grade copper concentrate. A third
cleaning stage was added to further reduce the nickel
content of the copper concentrate. This flowsheet was not
implemented in Sudbury after the company decided to go
to bulk smelting in 1992 (Agar, 1991). However, it became
a critical part of the Voisey’s Bay (VB) Concentrator
flowsheet when that deposit was brought into production
in 2005. In order to depress the floated pyrrhotite in the
copper cleaner, triethylene tetramine (TETA) was used in
combination with sodium metabisulphite or sodium
sulphite in the mini-plant and pilot plant testwork. TETAsulphite was found to be very effective in depressing Po at
high pH with no conditioning required. In the plant
operation at Voisey’s Bay (see flowsheet in Figure 26),
TETA-sulphite was not required as the cleaner concentrate
contained very little pyrrhotite.
In 2005, and after more than a decade of bulk smelting,
business changes now required the removal of a portion of
Cu concentrate from INCO’s Clarabelle Mill bulk
concentrate in order to provide smelter capacity for the
new Voisey’s Bay concentrate at the Copper Cliff Smelter.
In this case, Cu concentrate would need to be sold
externally and it needed to meet the quality requirement
of less than 0.6% Ni. Initial laboratory and mini-plant
testwork from 2002 to 2004 indicated that a saleable Cu
concentrate of less than 0.4% Ni could be produced, Xu
and Wells (2004, 2005). Both DETA (diethylene triamine)
and sodium cyanide (NaCN) were tested for pyrrhotite
rejection in the Cu cleaner stage. Following the decision to
implement the Cu-Ni separation circuit the following year
(2006) at Clarabelle, a pilot plant campaign was conducted
at the mill from May to June, 2005.
Based on the experiences at INCO’s Thompson Mill,
Xstrata’s Strathcona Mill, and the Voisey’s Bay mini-plant
and pilot plant testwork, various configurations of the CuNi separation circuit were evaluated, along with DETA and
NaCN for pyrrhotite depression. It was demonstrated that
a simple flowsheet, as shown in Figure 27, consisting of a
single stage conditioning with high lime (pH > 12), Cu
rougher-scavenging in mechanical cells, and cleaning in
columns, would produce a Cu concentrate at 0.21-0.58% Ni
with 40-70% total Cu recovery. At the end of 2006, a new
Cu-Ni separation circuit was commissioned at the
Clarabelle Mill. Expected metallurgy in Cu-Ni separation
was achieved immediately with 40-60% Cu recovery to

copper concentrate at about 0.4% Ni assay in the final Cu
concentrate.
Cu-Ni separation is also conducted at Vale’s Thompson
Mill (Farr, 1992). The Thompson Mill bulk Cu-Ni
concentrate contains only about 1% Cu and 15% Ni.
High Grade
Cu/Ni
Concentrate

High Grade
Ni Concentrate

Cu/Ni Separator

Lime/Air
Regrind

Na2SO3
TETA

Cu Scavenger

Low Grade
Ni Concentrate
Copper
Concentrate

Figure 26. Voisey’s Bay Concentrator Cu-Ni separation
flowsheet
Lime (pH>12)

Mill
Rougher
Conc

Cu Scavenger

Ni Concentrate

Cu Rougher

NaCN

Cu Cleaner

Cu Concentrate

Figure 27. Cu-Ni separation flowsheet at Clarabelle Mill
after 2006
The purpose of Cu-Ni separation in this case is to
remove Cu from nickel concentrate to give a 40:1 Cu/Ni
ratio as required by the downstream processes. Therefore,
the Thompson Mill Cu-Ni separation flowsheet is much
simpler with lime as the only reagent and only three stages
of cleaning in mechanical cells. As the Ni concentrate will
eventually be shipped to Copper Cliff for smelting, Cu-Ni
separation will be shut-down in 2015.
Other Factors
The early testwork employed regrinding of the copper
rougher concentrate both for Voisey’s Bay and Sudbury
ores. Detailed mineralogical examination showed that
some high grade copper concentrate can be readily
produced without regrind. The fine dissemination of some
pentlandite in chalcopyrite in the Voisey’s Bay ore and the
considerable
amount
of
chalcopyrite-pyrrhotite
interlocking make regrinding of Cu rougher or Cu
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scavenger concentrate necessary for high Cu recovery at
low Ni content. Regrinding is not necessary if Cu recovery
to copper concentrate is below 70%.
It was shown that effective Cu-Ni separation is highly
dependent on the original xanthate adsorbed on the bulk
concentrate and the residual xanthate concentration in
solution after the lime - aeration conditioning stage.
Addition of an oxidant such as sodium hypochlorite,
hydrogen peroxide or ozone, helps the destruction of
xanthate, leading to the improved Cu-Ni separation with
reduced conditioning time. Recently, when Cu-rich ore was
being processed at Clarabelle Mill, much higher Ni content
(> 0.6%) in final Cu concentrate was observed. Detailed
mineralogical examination indicated that the presence of
millerite (NiS) in the Cu-rich ore is responsible for the
abnormally high Ni assay in Cu concentrate, Xu et al.
(2011). Laboratory investigation shows that millerite can
be rejected from Cu concentrate by adding starch, dextrin
or at a high dosage of sodium cyanide. Further research
work in depression of millerite is warranted as Cu-rich ore
is becoming more common in Sudbury basin ores. To date,
highly effective Cu-Ni separation circuits have been
devised and successfully implemented at many Canadian
mills based on careful mineralogical analysis, and
laboratory and mini-plant testing in close collaboration
with plant operations

Innovations in Canadian Oil Sands
Processing
Introduction
Canadian Oil Sands, also known as bituminous sands or tar
sands, with an estimated bitumen resource of 1.7 trillion
barrels (bbl) and proven reserves of 170 billion bbl (Gray et
al., 2009), were once known as “black gold” or the best
kept secret of Canada. About 20% of oil sands reserves are
located at a depth shallower than 100m, which makes
these reserves amenable for bitumen recovery using open
pit mining methods. Built on nearly 50 years of research
and development by Carl Clark and his colleagues at the
Alberta Research Council and the University of Alberta, the
success story of oil sands development has been powering
the economy of Alberta, and therefore Canada as well. At
present, nearly 1.5 million bbl of oil are being produced
daily from Alberta oil sands by both open pit mining (60%)
and in-situ (40%) production methods. With open pit
mining operations, bitumen recovery greater than 90% can
be readily achieved, in comparison to a maximum
achievable recovery of 50-60% by current in-situ
production methods. This article focuses mainly on the
development and innovation in open pit mining operations.
To appreciate the challenges and innovations in oil sands
development by open pit mining, it is important to have a
basic knowledge of oil sands formations. Oil sands are
unconsolidated sand deposits that are impregnated with

heavy, viscous petroleum, referred to as bitumen. At room
temperature, bitumen is virtually immobile. However, the
viscosity of bitumen decreases sharply with increasing
temperature and explains why thermal energy is nearly
exclusively required for bitumen recovery from oil sands.
Early Stage Commercial Operations
In the early stage of commercial operations by both
Syncrude (Krause et al., 2000) and Suncor (Ashar et al.,
2000), oil sands were accessed by draglines following
removal of muskeg and overburden by trucks and shovels.
Bucket-wheel reclaimers were used to dig and transported
the oil sands from the pit to conveyors which further
transported the ore to dump pockets (note: today the
reclaimers and conveyors have been replaced by in-pit
crushers, shovels and trucks). The mined oil sands are then
fed to conditioning drums (tumblers) where they are
mixed with hot process water, saturated low pressure
steam and chemical aids, mostly caustics, at slurry
temperatures of 75-80oC. Bitumen separation (liberation)
from solids is achieved with (entrained) air in an
environment of suitable thermal and mechanical forces,
and with favourable water chemistry adjusted by caustic
addition. After proper dilution, the conditioned slurry is
fed to a stationary, deep-cone separation vessel/cell,
where the aerated bitumen floats to the top of the
vessel/cell as primary bitumen froth, and coarse sands
settle to the bottom of the vessel/cell as extraction tailings.
Fine solids slurry with fugitive (entrained) bitumen reports
to the middle of the vessel/cell and is taken out of the
vessel/cell and further processed with a second stationary
separation vessel known as the tailings oil recovery (TOR)
vessel, or by mechanical flotation machines. The bitumen
froth from these secondary recovery units is fed back to
the primary separation vessels/cells for further cleaning.
The tailings from TOR or flotation cells are normally
discharged together with the tailings from primary
separation vessels/cells to tailings ponds, although, in
some cases, scavenging is applied to these tailings to
maximize bitumen recovery and (more importantly)
minimize bitumen losses to the tailings ponds and ensuing
environmental issues. The bitumen froth from the primary
separation vessels/cells, typically containing about 60%
bitumen, 30% water and 10% solids, is diluted with
naphtha to reduce viscosity and density, and this diluted
bitumen is then separated from solids and water by
inclined plate settlers and centrifuges to obtain the final
bitumen product of less than 3 wt% water and 0.8 wt%
solids. The tailings from this froth-cleaning stage are
discharged with the extraction tailings to tailings ponds.
Tailings from both extraction and froth treatment are
disposed of in the tailings ponds where coarse sand solids
settle quickly and are used to build dykes and beaches for
containment, while fine solids settle slowly above the
coarse sand to form fluid, fine tailings which ultimately,
after months to years of settling, become mature fine
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tailings (MFT) of 30 wt% solids. While clarified water is
recycled back to extraction, the continued accumulation of
MFT, containing up to 2 wt% of bitumen, is of major
environmental concern and a liability for oil sands
operations (Gosselin et al., 2010).
Recent Innovations
Since commercial operations commenced in the late 1960s,
the production of bitumen from oil sands has increased
dramatically while environmental regulations have
increasingly tightened. To meet both environmental
constrains while improving productivity, significant effort
has been devoted to developing novel technologies for all
aspects of bitumen production, including mining, bitumen
recovery, froth treatment and tailings management.
Following is a short summary of key innovations
commercialized over the last several decades.

hydrotransport slurry pipeline, the turbulence created by
the flowing slurry (3-5 m/s) separates bitumen from
individual sand grains while at the same time permitting
liberated bitumen droplets to become attached to
entrained air bubbles for effective separation in the
subsequent primary separation vessels/cells. The
development of hydrotransport slurry pipelines represents
one of the major innovations in oil sands processing,
providing flexibility of operation while minimizing energy
consumption, cost, and greenhouse gas emissions.

Mining
Although draglines, bucketwheel reclaimers, and conveyor
systems were implemented for initial mining operations,
the heterogeneous and abrasive nature of the oil sands
formations made such mining methods less efficient in
dealing with the heterogeneous deposits and increased
production rates. This, it turned out, could be more
effectively performed with traditional mine production
methods (i.e. Syncrude in 1993) and ore blending. Use of
large haul trucks (up to 400 tonnes) and shovels has now
become accepted practice in all open pit mining operations,
replacing the earlier draglines and reclaimers. Ores from
different pits are now efficiently mined and transported to
be blended at double roll crushers before being fed to the
slurry preparation unit. Figure 28 illustrates an integrated
flowsheet using modern mining methods, hydrotransport
slurry pipeline and tailings thickening for a modern oil
sands operation.
Hydrotransport Slurry Pipelines
Although tumblers are reasonably effective in digesting oil
sands ores, their operation requires slurry temperatures as
high as 80oC, demanding the use of steam to obtain the
required final slurry temperature. To illustrate the energy
intensity of this processing stage, consider that producing
one barrel of bitumen at one degree centigrade lower (<
80oC), and at 90% recovery, would result in a net saving of
10 MJ. There is therefore a great incentive to process oil
sands at temperatures as low as possible without
sacrificing bitumen recovery and froth quality. With such
incentive, the industry developed hydrotransport slurry
pipelines in place of tumblers for digestion of the ore. As
shown in Figure 28, the ore is fed to a roll crusher prior to
slurry preparation, where hot water instead of steam is
used to achieve the desired operating slurry temperature
of 40o to 60oC. Within the two to four km long

Figure 28. Modern oil sands operation using truck/shovel
for mining, hydrotransport for slurry conditioning and
thickening for tailings management (Gray et al., 2009;
Gosselin et al., 2010)
Froth Treatment
The use of paraffin liquids instead of naphtha, known as
paraffinic froth treatment, as practiced at Shell Canada, is
another significant breakthrough in oil sands processing.
With controlled addition of C5-C6 liquid paraffins as
diluents, a controllable amount of the asphaltenes is
rejected to the tailings in the form of solid precipitates,
leading to partial upgrading of the final bitumen product,
as well as solids and water rejection. More importantly,
the use of a paraffinic solvent permits fast and effective
separation of solids-water from diluted bitumen by
conventional thickeners without using centrifuges (high
capital and maintenance cost) while producing a high
quality bitumen product of less than 0.1 wt% water and
solids. Figure 29 illustrates a generic froth treatment
flowsheet. The paraffin process results in a higher grade
bitumen containing less water (< 0.1 wt%) than the 1 wt%
illustrated for the process in the figure for a typical
naphthenic froth treatment process.
Tailings Management
The traditional tailings disposal method (described earlier)
not only leads to the increasing accumulation of fluid fine
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tailings with entrained bitumen as overall oil production
rates are increased, but also the retention of an
increasingly large volume of water within fluid fine tailings
(< 30 wt% solids), leading to larger tailings ponds, higher
operating cost and increasing environmental liability.
Because of this, Shell Canada has implemented thickener
technology in their tailings management with the aim of
not only reducing pond volumes, but also recycling as
much warm process water as possible, thereby reducing
the thermal energy intensity of the process. The benefit on
required storage capacity of the reduced volume of
thickened tailings is also substantial.

government, industry and academics, the oil sands
industry has made significant strides in technology
development and innovation. Although it has arguably
been a great success story, the oil sands industry is facing
additional challenges; notably energy intensity of oil
production, greenhouse gas emissions, environmental and
land reclamation issues while maintaining a competitive
position in the oil industry. The Canadian mining and
mineral processing industry continues to play a vital role in
addressing these challenges.

Uranium Milling in Northern
Saskatchewan
Background
Milling operations in northern Saskatchewan have
produced uranium continuously since 1953. Over that
period, Saskatchewan has been one of the world’s premier
uranium producers, yielding more than 750 million pounds
(lbs) of U3O8. Refer to Table 1 for current production data.
The Early Years-Beaverlodge Camp

Figure 29. A generic froth treatment flowsheet for
upgrading bitumen from primary processing
(Gosselin et al., 2010)
Another important advancement in tailings
management is the consolidated or composited tailings
(CT) process developed primarily for reducing the volume
of MFT. In the CT process, MFT is mixed at a desired ratio
with coarse sands from hydrocyclone underflow produced
from fresh oil sands extraction tailings, and gypsum which
is added as a coagulant, forming non-segregating tailings of
rapid settling rate. Coarse sands are added to provide
weight for improved densification. Although practiced in
some cases for MFT treatment, full industrial acceptance
of the CT process is limited due to high calcium ion
concentrations in the released CT water for recycle.
Calcium ions are known to adversely impact bitumen
recovery in some cases (Gosselin et al., 2010). As well, the
CT process competes with coarse sands required for
building the dykes of the tailings ponds.
Due to its relatively high energy intensity for oil
production, there is increasing pressure on the oil sands
industry to reduce the carbon footprint through carbon
capture and storage (CCS). Use of CO2 has been
commercially used at Canadian Natural Resources Ltd
(CNRL) as a tailings processing aid. A recent study revealed
the mechanism of CO2 capture by lowering the pH of the
tailings aqueous solution and greatly improving solids
densification (Zhu et al., 2011). Overdose of CO2 use at
higher pressure was identified to be undesirable for
densification of the solids.
With a sustained and collaborative effort from

The earliest mills were in the Beaverlodge Camp near
Uranium City. There were several mills, but Eldorado
Nuclear’s Beaverlodge mill, which was by far the largest
and longest operating, accounted for almost 95% of the
uranium produced from this region. Notable innovations in
the Beaverlodge mill included (Feasby, 1984):
•
•
•

•

The development of an efficient alkaline leaching
process in large (255 m3) draft-tube “pachucas”.
Operation of a very early (1965 installation)
autogenous (later semi-autogenous) grinding mill.
Solution re-carbonation using Outokumpu flotation
cell agitators to mix and dissolve flue gas into the
solution.
Slurry-to-slurry heat exchange in a concentric pipe-ina-pipe heat exchanger with a total effective heat
transfer pipe length of 180 m. One special feature of
this heat exchanger was the use of Victaulic couplings
so that the connections of all passes were
interchangeable

In its final years of operation the Beaverlodge mill’s
grinding classification circuits included a uniquely complex
array of simultaneously operating rake classifiers, screw
classifiers, DSM screens and hydrocyclones.
Uranium Processing Comes of Age in the 1970s
Uranium milling in northern Saskatchewan’s Athabasca
Basin began at Rabbit Lake in 1975. The initial milling
process at Rabbit Lake was acid leaching with ammonia
solvent extraction (SX) stripping and uranium precipitation
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with ammonia. In 1982, Rabbit Lake changed to a totally
ammonia-free process that uses strong acid (400 g/L
H2SO4), SX stripping, and uranium precipitation with
hydrogen peroxide. Simultaneous with the design,
installation and commissioning of these momentous
changes to the mill, Rabbit Lake bravely designed, installed
and commissioned the world’s first pervious surround inpit tailings management facility (TMF). Raise water,
essentially water drained and squeezed from the
consolidating tailings, is collected and returned to the mill
for reuse or treatment. In the Athabasca Basin, the in-pit
TMF is considered the state-of-the-art for tailings
management.
Table 1. General Data for Saskatchewan Uranium Mills

Mill

Current
Total Lifetime Licensed
Production
Annual
Production
Startup
at end 2010 Production
(year)
Capacity
(M lbs U3O8)
(M lb U3O8)

Beaverlodge

1953

47

N/A

Rabbit Lake

1975

183

16

Cluff Lake

1980

62

N/A

Key Lake

1983

400

18.7

McClean Lake

1999

~58

8

Current
Status
as of
April 2011
Shut down in
1982
Operating
Shut down in
2002
Operating
Temporary
shutdown

Rabbit Lake was also the first mill to process a “dirty”
ore. Dirty ore and clean ore have become part of the
Athabasca Basin lexicon, where “dirty” means having a
substantial arsenic (As) assay and “clean” means
essentially As-free. In its early years, the Cluff Lake mill
processed a gravity concentrate of “D” ore grading at 45%
U with a very high ratio of U to contaminants. Refer to
Table 2. Later, Cluff Lake processed the gravity residue,
which graded 1% to 3% U, and required the installation of
a salt stripping SX circuit. Stored leach residue from the
initial very high grade ore, assaying 58 g/t gold, was
treated in 1987 and 1988 for gold recovery.
Table 2. Saskatchewan Mill Feed Grade Ranges
Highest
Lowest
Mill
(%U3O8)
(%U3O8)
Beaverlodge
0.37
0.18
Rabbit Lake
5.6
0.3
Cluff Lake
531
0.4
Key Lake
42
2.5
McClean Lake
1.53
0.5

of hydrogen in the vapour-phase headspace atop the
leaching slurry. Detailed investigation using deuteriumdoped acid showed the hydrogen did not come from the
acid. Surprisingly, it was found that the ore itself was
generating the hydrogen gas. Hydrogen was ultimately
managed by air/nitrogen purging of autoclave headspace.
Again surprisingly, tests with ores from other Athabasca
Basin uranium mills showed that all of them generated
hydrogen during an acid leach. Processing relatively high
molybdenum (Mo) grade ore required a Mo removal stage
to avoid refinery penalties. Key Lake invented a process to
treat the SX pregnant strip solution in a four-stage SX
process with LIX 63 reagent. Key Lake has gradually moved
away from autoclave leaching, first with pachucas and
currently with mechanically agitated tanks.
The McClean Lake mill was designed for feed grades as
high as 25% U3O8, in anticipation of processing Cigar Lake
ore. This mill was unique in the Athabasca Basin in its use
of hydrogen peroxide as leach oxidant. McClean Lake has
proposed milling its very dirty (3% U, 4.9% As) Midwest ore
simultaneously with Cigar Lake ore which will necessitate
switching from hydrogen peroxide to oxygen for leach
oxidation.
Table 3. Summary of Saskatchewan mill processes for
uranium
Mill

Comminution
(mill type)

Leach

Solid/Liquid
Separation

Impurity
Removal

Product
Precipitation

Alkaline,
O2
Drum Filter
None
NaOH, Dry
oxidant
Acid,
SX,
RL
SAG + Ball
NaCLO3
CCD
H2SO4
H2O2, Dry
oxidant
strip
Acid,
SX, NaCl
MgO, Dry
CL
Crush + Ball
NaClO3
CCD
strip
oxidant
Acid, O2
SX, NH3
NH3,
KL
SAG + Ball
CCD
oxidant
strip
Calcine
Acid,
NH3,
SX, NH3
ML
SAG + Ball
H2O2
CCD
strip
Calcine
oxidant
BL = Beaverlodge, RL = Rabbit Lake, CL = Cluff Lake, KL = Key Lake
ML = McLean Lake
BL

SAG + Ball

Summary of Innovative Technologies
Milling of the often high-grade and relatively “dirty”
uranium ores of northern Saskatchewan has necessitated
continuously evolving technology, adaptation and new
process implementation for successful treatment, and
acceptable effluent discharge and tailings disposal. Notable
developments and innovations in the Athabasca Basin mills
have been covered by Edwards (2011) and include:

1

Gravity concentrate from 8% U3O8 (“D” ore body)
Diluted down from ~20% U3O8 (McArthur River Mine)
3
Expected to rise to ~20% U3O8 (Cigar Lake Mine)
2

x

The Key Lake mill was designed to deal with a dirty
and relatively high uranium grade ore. In the fall of 1994,
explosions began occurring in the Key Lake leach
autoclaves and the cause was quickly traced to high levels

x
x

Strong acid stripping and uranium peroxide
precipitation; at Rabbit Lake
The first pervious surround in pit TMF; at Rabbit Lake.
Processing dirty (i.e. high-As) ores; at Rabbit Lake, Key
Lake and McClean Lake
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x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Successfully sequestering As in mill tailings as basic
ferric arsenate; at Key Lake, McClean Lake and Rabbit
Lake
Processing very high grade ore (up to 53% U3O8); at
Cluff Lake
Gold recovery from uranium leach residue; at Cluff
Lake
Management of hydrogen generated from the ore
during an acid leach; at Key Lake
Invention of a process to remove Mo from SX
pregnant strip solution using a four-stage SX process
with LIX 63; at Key Lake
Crystallizing ammonium sulphate, a fertilizer byproduct, to control ammonia in effluent; at Key Lake
and McClean Lake
Installation and use of monitoring ponds to assure onspecification effluent prior to discharge; at Key Lake
and McClean Lake.

Milling in the Arctic

Canadian Coast Guard Arctic supply vessel, which, because
of its Arctic service, was constructed with an icestrengthened hull and ample accommodation. This ship,
anchored in the fjord, served as support facility for the 3year exploration/construction period. A team of Swiss
mountaineers was hired early in the project, and by
rappelling down the cliff from a helicopter landing stage
above the deposit, developed a working drill platform from
which an access adit was driven. For initial access to this
adit from the quarry site, a small second-hand Swissengineered aerial tramway was installed to cross the fjord.
A larger cable car system, as shown in Figure 30, with skip
capacity of 15 tonnes, was later installed to carry ore from
the underground crushing plant in the mine to the crushed
ore bin at the concentrator, and to move miners and
equipment between the camp and the mine. The
concentrator and surface facilities, including the power
plant, warehouse, permanent accommodation and oil
storage were all located on the site of the old marble
quarry, in addition to a helicopter landing pad and facilities
for loading the concentrate into ocean-going bulk carriers.

Introduction
Milling in an Arctic environment presents an additional set
of challenges to engineering, construction, operation and
decommissioning of a mining operation. Overcoming these
challenges has been successfully met by Canadian mining
giant Teck Corporation (formerly Teck-Cominco and
Cominco) beginning in the early 1970s and continuing to
the present day. They set a standard the rest of the world
admired and often emulated. This contribution highlights
their experiences at three of these projects; Greenex in
Greenland, Polaris in Nunavut (formerly the Northwest
Territories), and Red Dog in Alaska.
Greenex 1973 to 1990
Development of the Black Angel deposit located at 71°N on
the north-west coast of Greenland presented a number of
unique challenges to Cominco Ltd. Firstly, the deposit was
located in permafrost approximately 600 meters above sea
level, on a vertical cliff face, on Marmoralik fjord across
from an old marble quarry. Secondly, there was no land
access – the site was served solely by a 1 ½ hour helicopter
flight from the village of Jacobshavn, which in turn was
itself accessible only by helicopter from the international
airport at Sondrestrom fjord, about 300 miles (500 km)
south of the mine. In addition to this, helicopters were also
the only method available for initial access to the deposit.
Finally, there was no convenient location for tailings
deposition, which was a major environmental concern.
The attraction was the high-grade of the carbonatehosted Black Angel deposit. A subsidiary company,
Greenex AS, based in Denmark, was created, to build and
operate the mine. The initial mine development was
facilitated by purchase of the C.D. Howe, a retired

Figure 30. Greenex Black Angel mine. View from mine adit
during the mine construction period showing two ships at
anchor in the fjord. On the right is the Canadian icebreaker
C.D. Howe. There are two oil storage tanks on the left end
of the old quarry site and the tramline is also visible
Design and construction of the process facilities at
Marmoralik was based on the re-use of a shut-down
flotation mill in Montana, which had been built by
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Cominco in the early 1960s and operated for only five
years. This plant, including steel building, was dismantled,
and shipped to Montreal, where the equipment was
refurbished and sent by ship to Greenland for re-erection,
all in 5 months, which significantly enhanced the project
timing and economics. Concentrated brine was used as a
drilling lubricant/dust suppressor in the mine, and the
concentrator operated using seawater, due to the lack of
sufficient freshwater. The mine operated 365 days of the
year and stockpiled concentrate for shipment during the
relatively brief shipping season. The old marble quarry was
covered with a steel-frame metal roof to serve as
concentrate storage. A conveyor system moved the
concentrate from the quarry to the ships, which were
moored to a caisson-style dock constructed adjacent to a
steep cliff near the mill site. Mine tailings were deposited
in the deeper part of the fjord. Considerable
environmental work was required to ensure that the
tailings had negligible effect on the marine life. Initial
environmental monitoring showed elevated heavy metals
in local fish, however, Cominco developed a chemical
treatment process for the tailing which served to complex
the soluble heavy metals, thereby reducing the heavy
metals to almost undetectable levels. Milling in seawater
created another challenge in that the gas bubbles bursting
above the flotation machines contained small, but
potentially harmful, amounts of soluble lead chloride.
Accordingly, the flotation machines were covered, and a
fine mist system was used to ensure that no dust was
present in the mill building, which was kept scrupulously
clean. Flotation in sea-water, when the correct reagent
balance was finally established, produced metallurgical
results reasonably close to the projected metallurgy based
on laboratory testing. However, one problem was that
European smelters objected to the presence of chlorine in
the concentrate, and it was necessary to add additional
equipment to incorporate double-filtering of the
concentrates, with re-pulping in fresh water between filter
stages.
A telex-type telecommunication system was installed
to allow mine staff to remain in touch with Cominco head
office, and to allow on-site employees to communicate
with their families back home. During the summer,
arrangements were made to fly families, who were mostly
based in Scandinavia, to the mine site to visit their family
members. Greenex operated a “damp” camp. On Saturday
nights the camp dining room lights were turned down,
table cloths were laid and a bar was operated. The mine
did not operate on Sundays; however, the mill operated 24
hours, 7 days a week, so mill staff were not always able to
enjoy a late Sunday morning lie-in!

located on Little Cornwallis Island at 75°30’N in the
Canadian high arctic. The size and grade of the deposit
warranted development, but again required innovative
solutions. In an effort to reduce on-site construction costs
and time, the decision was taken to build the key surface
facilities, including the concentrator, power plant, shops
and warehouse, on a barge in eastern Canada, which
would be towed 3,000 miles (5,000 km) to the mine site.
This long voyage was through the Labrador Sea, Baffin Bay,
the entrance to the Northwest passage, and north through
Crozier Strait, for final berthing in a prepared pad adjacent
to the Polaris mine portal at Little Cornwallis Island. The
barge was built as a double-hull vessel, to allow for towing
through drift ice, particularly prevalent in Crozier Strait at
that time of year (see Figure 31). The inner hull was
designed to be part of the on-site oil storage facility, so
fuel oil from a large on-site storage tank was used to
ballast the barge down onto its prepared berth. One of the
concerns during operations was to maintain a minimum
amount of oil in this barge tank, to ensure that the barge
did not re-float. This did occur once, and the end where
the mine shop was located rose sufficiently to move
several mine vehicles. The mill superintendent at the time
noted that his end of the barge, ballasted down by ore
slurry in the flotation cells, did not move. On-site
construction at Polaris included a personnel
accommodation building, (for which architect, Colin Bent,
received a Canadian architectural award), air strip adjacent
to the accommodation, deep-water docking facility, and
storage building (the largest structure ever built in
Nunavut) to hold lead and zinc concentrate between
shipping seasons. A Canadian icebreaking bulk-carrier, the
MV Arctic, was available to extend the limited shipping
season, and Swedish ice-strengthened bulk-carriers were
used in the summer shipping season.

Figure 31. The Polaris barge being towed up Davis Strait
past the west coast of Greenland

Polaris 1981 to 2002
The Polaris deposit, discovered by Bankeno geologists in
the 1960s during oil exploration in the Arctic, was
purchased by Cominco in the late 1960s. The deposit was

The process flowsheet was designed to minimize
storage of crushed ore prior to mill feed to prevent “refreezing (note: the ore contained about 5% water as
10,000 year-old ice), to maximize flexibility (feed grade in
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the early mine plan varied from 3% – 17% Pb and 12% –
35% Zn) and operating time, and to reduce dusting
problems without using water sprays (PbS is a potential
health hazard if ingested). Hence, the underground
primary crushing plant had no recycle screens, and the
only surge capacity was the coarse ore stockpile
underground. The primary crushed material was fed
directly to an open circuit secondary crusher feeding twin
primary ball mills, and was operated as part of the grinding
circuit.
The concentrator initially featured ball mill discharge
“flash flotation” (before it was known by that name) for
coarse lead concentrate recovery using conventional
Outokumpu flotation cells operating at ~ 60% solids (w/w).
These were later replaced by column cells. The zinc
concentrate was recovered in rougher/scavenger
conventional cells, and a tower mill was later added to
regrind the zinc rougher concentrate. The zinc cleaner cells
were equipped, post-start-up, with froth washing sprays,
similar to those in column cells, and reduced the carry-over
of MgO from > 0.40% to < 0.15% MgO. Polaris was an
exceptionally clean and free-milling ore that facilitated one
of the first successful attempts at applying an expert
system control strategy for concentrator control,
developed jointly by Glen Kosick (a Polaris metallurgist at
the time) and Tony Harris of Comdale Technologies (note:
Kosick went on to found MinnovEX Technologies, a highly
successful Canadian mineral processing company). Polaris
was also the first commercial installation of an Outokumpu
Courier 30 on-stream analyzer, and had the distinction of
paying for itself before the controlling computer was
installed and operating – simply by installing chart
recorders wired directly to the analyzer outputs!
The mill tailings were deposited into Garrow Lake on
Little Cornwallis Island, about two miles inland from the
concentrator. This is a “meromictic” lake, a stratified water
body with a freshwater layer on top, overlaying saline
layers saturated in H2S resulting from the activity of
anaerobic bacteria. The H2S served to precipitate any
dissolved heavy metals as metal sulphides, a serendipitous
but ideal environmental solution. A major challenge was to
ensure the tailings were always deposited into the lower
part of the lake so as to not impact the habitat of a unique
species of fish (four-horned sculpins) that inhabited the
upper portion of the lake. An unrelated challenge was to
avoid potentially fatal polar bear attacks during winter
tailings line maintenance work! Inuit trappers from
Resolute Bay were contracted to patrol the perimeter of
the mine area with huskies to ward off any curious or
hungry bears.
Red Dog 1989 – Present
Development of the Red Dog “sedex” lead-zinc deposit
located just north of the Arctic Circle (66o33’ N) in northwestern Alaska, provided challenges on two fronts; the
first was strategic, the second technical. Cominco had first

to convince the deposit owners, NANA (Northwest Alaska
Native Association) that an alliance between NANA and
Cominco Alaska provided the best opportunity to bring
economic opportunities to this relatively undeveloped part
of Alaska.
The limited shipping season (late June to October)
together with the annual caribou migration across the
concentrate haul road, just south of the village of Kivalina,
necessitated construction of two storage facilities; one at
the mine, and a second at the port. The storage building at
the port is the largest structure in Alaska, measuring 1,250
feet (380 m) in length. The concentrator design and
construction featured a number of novel approaches,
including off-shore construction (following on the Polaris
model) of the processing and power plants. Since the mine
was 54 miles (89 km) inland, a construction concept based
on that used for the oil-production facilities on Alaska’s
North Slope was employed. Nine modules were
constructed in the Phillippines, the largest being the power
plant at 125 feet (38 m) in length and weighing 2,700
tonnes, moved by ship to the Aleutian Islands and then
barged to the Red Dog port site. Large, diesel-powered,
multi-drive rubber tired vehicles, called “Mamoets”, were
then used to haul the modules to the mine site where they
were lowered onto prepared foundations (see Figure 32).
In order to minimize the plant “footprint” at such a
remote location, and deal with the complexities of the
highly heterogeneous deposit, the process plant
incorporated the latest technical developments of the time,
including variable speed SAG mills (the only SAG mill ever
designed on steel structures due to module requirements),
Vertimills™ for fine grinding, including six on primary
circuit duty and three on regrind duty, a major investment
in column cells successfully tested by Cominco at the
Sullivan Mine in Kimberley, pressure filters for concentrate
dewatering, and careful attention to environmental
aspects of the mine design. This included diversion of Red
Dog Creek around the mine site and treatment of all mine
site run-off through a comprehensive water treatment
plant. The Red Dog Mine is one of the few mining
operations in the US to meet ISO 1400:2004 standards for
environmental compliance. Following start-up, a complex
program of stockpile blending was devised to deal with
varying ore hardness and feed grade. Processing
modifications following start-up were also required to deal
with native sulphur, organic carbon and soluble zinc and
iron sulphates occurring in the feed. In spite of Red Dog’s
remote location in a harsh climate, Teck has continued the
Cominco commitment to continued process improvement
by bringing in international expertise to assist their own
metallurgical staff and utilizing the latest technologies in
process chemistry, mineralogy, mineral surface analysis,
flotation modeling and gas dispersion studies. This has put
Teck metallurgists in a position to assist in optimizing the
treatment of other challenging deposits around the world,
for example the Antamina Copper-lead-zinc skarn deposit
in Peru.
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The People Aspect
Prior to the development of the Greenex, Polaris and Red
Dog projects, Cominco had significant northern mining
experience at the Con Gold Mine near Yellowknife and
Pine Point Mines, 115 km east of Hay River, both in what is
now Nunavut (then the Northwest Territories). Experience
with mining communities convinced Cominco that fly-infly-out camps were preferable methods for staffing remote
mine sites, providing decent amenities could be provided
for comfort and recreation in the off-hours. Greenex
offered an artist in residence program and, as noted, the
opportunity to bring family members to the mine site
during the arctic summer. The Polaris accommodation
complex included a gym, running track and the most
northerly swimming pool in Canada (doubling as fire
protection water) and was a “damp” camp similar to
Greenex. At Red Dog, the ‘Dog House’ included a wellequipped gym, video-game rooms and individual rooms
wired for television. At the request of NANA, Red Dog is a
totally dry camp. The success of Cominco’s ventures in
remote northern projects is to a large measure related to
people. Henry (Hank) Giegerich, a mining engineer, was
undoubtedly the key driver for these projects in terms of
developing innovative solutions; the Swiss mountaineers,
Canadian icebreaker and secondhand mill for Greenex; the
mill on a barge for Polaris. Giegerich, who was the first
president of Cominco Alaska Inc., brought together a team
with strong arctic experience including Joe Szybaly and Jim
Gowans from Polaris in engineering and Ralph Hargreaves
and Jim Greenhalgh from Pine Point. Cominco Research
played a role in testing small scale column cells on lead and
zinc cleaning, however, it was not until Giegerich saw the 8
ft (2.4 m) diameter commercial columns pioneered at the
Gibralter copper mine, that he became a believer in this
made-in-Canada technology. The story of flotation column
technology will be covered elsewhere in this chapter.

Figure 32. The Red Dog Complex – The three-storey
building on the left is the accommodation complex - the
Dog House; the red, orange and white building on the right
is the mill-site concentrate storage building; the grey
domed structures are water treatment thickener covers;
the domed white structure at the rear is the coarse ore
storage; the square buildings are the mill - there are three
grinding circuits at Red Dog located in separate modules,
flotation is contained in two modules and the diesel power
generators are in a separate module

Development of Controlled Slow Cooling
of Copper Smelter Slag in Ladles and Slag
Milling
Background
Separate slag treatment for the recovery of copper and
precious metal values from primary smelting slags was of
little economic interest during the era when reverberatory
furnace and Peirce-Smith converter operations dominated
the copper smelting industry. Typically, fluid, high silica
discard slags produced from wet and hot-charged
reverberatory furnaces with relatively low grade mattes
(25 to 45% Cu) were tapped from vessels maintained
under quiescent melt conditions permitting excellent
matte-slag phase separation and thus containing just 0.3 –
0.6% Cu. It is of interest that during the 1950s and 1960s,
Gaspé smelter in Quebec operated with one of the lowest
slag losses in the world; in 1957 for example, the Gaspé
slag averaged 0.27% Cu with a matte grade of 33% Cu.
With the introduction of oxygen-enriched intensive
flash and bath smelting technologies in the 1960s’ and
1970s producing higher grade mattes (including the
Outokumpu, Inco, Noranda, Mitsubishi, El Teniente and
Vanyukov processes), the smelting slags generated were
higher in magnetite content, more viscous and contained
increased copper and precious metal contents due to both
higher dissolved copper levels and matte entrainment.
These smelting slags were too high grade to be directly
discarded; slag cleaning became mandatory.
The advent of milling for the processing of smelting
slags originated with Japanese smelters and Outokumpu in
Finland in the late 1950s through the 1960s. There,
converter and/or flash furnace slags were treated by
cooling the slag in steel moulds on a continuous casting
machine, or by pouring the molten slag in prepared pits.
Fine grinding to 90% passing 44 microns was employed in
autogenous and ball mills producing a flotation
concentrate for recycle to the smelting furnace together
with a discard tailing containing 0.3-0.4 %Cu. The
development of the Noranda Process (Subramanian and
Themelis, 1971) beginning in the 1960s included studies of
copper recovery from slag and involved ground-breaking
research into the controlled cooling of slags and the impact
of grain growth of the copper species on the subsequent
milling processes. This contribution traces the
development of the milling of Noranda Continuous
Smelting Process slags following introduction of the first
Noranda Process reactor at the Horne smelter in 1973.
Slag Cooling
Subramanian and Themelis (1971) showed in their seminal
paper that during the solidification of slag, a portion of the
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Effect of retention time in minutes above 10000C in laboratory tests
on the %Cu in slag tailings for the two grind sizes shown
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Figure 33. Effect of slag retention time above 1,0000C
on %Cu in slag tailings in milling, derived from data of
Subramanian and Themelis (1971)
In the extreme case of rapid cooling by granulation,
the result is the precipitation of extremely fine-grained
copper particles which cannot be concentrated in an
effective manner, despite very fine grinding. In subsequent
work, Noranda demonstrated that differences in copper
content of tailings in the milling of converter slags varied
from 0.4% Cu after slow cooling to 0.7% Cu if water
quenched.
When the Noranda Process was first introduced in
1973 (Tarassoff, 1984) the ‘reactor’ was employed for the
continuous smelting and converting of copper
concentrates directly to a semi-blister copper. A low-silica
highly oxidized slag of 20-24% SiO2, 20-30% Fe3O4 was
produced containing 8-12% Cu. Noranda decided to
employ slow cooling of the reactor slag in prepared pits
from the outset of the reactor operations. Their research
(Godbehere and Brooks, 1977) had shown that beds of 5
cm thickness generated tailing losses of 1.0% Cu from a
slag assaying 12% Cu, compared with 0.37% Cu if (more
slowly) cooled in 50 cm thick beds. The adopted procedure
involved pouring the slag into beds initially measuring 3 m
x 15 m, divided into three sections of 3 m x 5 m. Pit
bottoms and retaining walls were constructed of broken

reactor slag. The molten slag, transported in ladles of
35 mt capacity, formed a first bed of up to 50 cm thickness;
the second and third subsequent ladle pourings filled the
remaining sections. The consolidated slag beds were
allowed to cool in air for 8 hours before water sprays were
applied to accelerate final cooling and aid in fracturing of
the beds.
By 1975 Noranda had converted the reactor operation
from producing semi-blister of 98% Cu to a high grade 73%
Cu matte (Tarassoff, 1984). Concurrent with this process
change was the realization that the operational lower limit
of copper in the slag tailings was 0.45-0.5% utilizing bed
cooling, whereas research (Godbehere and Brooks, 1977)
into slow cooling in large capacity ladles (Godbehere and
Ferron, 1983), a process patented by Noranda in 1975
(Noranda Mines Ltd., 1975) had shown that the copper
content of tailings could be reduced to below 0.30% as
indicated by Figure 34. This breakthrough led to an
improved operation with excellent metal recoveries for
copper as well as for precious metals. The data of Figure 34
show that the copper content of milled slag tailings
generated during either reactor operation producing matte,
or producing semi-blister, and then ladle cooled are
virtually identical, and lower than the equivalent copper
slag cooled in beds at any fineness of grind.
Since partial introduction of ladle cooling in April 1974,
the copper content of the slag tailings decreased
progressively reaching 0.3% by 1978, when all cooling was
performed in ladles. Today, reactor slag is cooled in ladles
with water cooling for 32 hours. Other process slags, such
as the NCV (Noranda Continuous Converter) slag,
containing both copper and oxide copper species, are air
cooled for 48 hours prior to “skulling” and breaking. Figure
35 shows a mobile impact breaker in operation at the
Horne Smelter’s ladle cooling and slag handling area.
Relationship between finess of grind and tailing assay of bed and ladle cooled slags
1.0
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0.8
0.7
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dissolved copper is precipitated as fine particles in various
forms, both metallic and sulphidic, depending on the state
of oxidation of the slag. The size distribution of these
particles, it was found, could be controlled by applying
various cooling procedures to the slag. The amenability of
the slag to mineral separation processes is thus highly
dependent on the cooling method employed. Slow cooling
by maintaining the slag above a minimum temperature of
980°C for at least 3 hours was found to be critical for
optimum grain growth of the copper species and
subsequent liberation. Figure 33 (from the data of
Subramanian and Themelis, 1971) illustrates this finding
for a temperature of 1,0000C.
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Figure 34. The %Cu in tailings versus fineness of grind for
bed and ladle cooled reactor copper and matte slags
(Adapted from data of Godbehere and Brooks, 1977)
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Slag Grinding and Flotation
During the first eight years of slag milling practice at the
Horne smelter (1973 to 1981) the grinding circuits utilized
surplus equipment originally installed to process massive
sulphide Cu-Au ore from the Horne mine (1927 to 1976). A
total of up to fifteen, 5 ft (1.52 m) and 7 ft (2.13 m)
diameter ball mills were configured in primary, secondary
and tertiary grinding circuits with the objective of reducing
the finely crushed slag to better than 90% passing 44 μm
for tonnages of 800 to 1,000 tpd. Pilot testing at Lakefield
Research in the late 1970s had demonstrated the ability to
effectively utilize autogenous grinding (Godbehere and
Ferron, 1983). Initial testing with reactor slags ladle cooled
in air showed the tough, blocky slag, to be highly resistant
to breakage but made excellent autogenous media, and
AG/pebble milling was seriously considered for a future
mill modernization program. With the introduction of
water cooling to accelerate the cooling of slag in ladles, the
resultant slag was brittle (work index 22-24 kwh/mt) with
none of the toughness of air cooled slag, and the final
choice for the 1981 smelter-mill expansion project was
therefore semi-autogenous (SAG) milling. A low aspect
ratio 12 ft (3.66 m) diameter ball mill was converted to
SAG duty with the addition of a shell extension, new liner
configuration and grate assembly, and thus became the
first SAG mill to be installed in the Abitibi mining region of
Quebec.

The recovery by flotation of copper species in slag was
found to be controlled by the liberation characteristics of
the mostly-matte particles, enhanced by slow cooling in
ladles, and fine grinding to a K80 < 37 μm. Originally
xanthate and thionocarbamate collectors were both
employed but in recent years the latter has been used
exclusively. A natural slag pH level of 8-9 has been
maintained in the flotation circuits. With a significant
proportion of coarsely-liberated matte in the mill feed, the
concept of unit cell flotation was introduced where
secondary mill discharges having a K80 ~ 800 μm were
floated at 60% solids (w/w) density, producing up to 50%
stage recovery at 40-50% Cu concentrate grade. With low
copper losses in tailings being the primary metric, and
given the ability to produce high grade unit cell
concentrates, traditional cleaning circuits were eventually
eliminated in the flowsheet modernization programs.
The Noranda process for ladle cooling and milling of
smelter slag is a Canadian first, one that grew out of initial
collaborative work between the former Noranda Research
Centre and the Horne smelter during the late 1960s and
1970s. Subsequent work at the plant fully developed and
implemented this unique process that continues
successfully to this day. The consistent low metal losses
produced by the process have contributed to maintaining
the plant competitive for the past 40 years. This uniquely
Canadian ladle cooling and milling process has been
licensed to Kennecott (1970s), to Outokumpu a decade
later and, subsequently to Daye in China. The slag milling
process, however, with bed cooling is still used at the
Altonorte smelter in Chile.

Canadian Diamond Processing
Chronology

Figure 35. Mobile impact breaker in operation at the Horne
smelter’s ladle cooling and slag handling area. The row of
ladles is evident in the background.
Reactor throughput rates increased through the 1980s
and into the 1990s as the last remaining reverberatory
furnaces were shutdown, thus generating higher volumes
of slag to be milled. In addition, slags derived from
concentrate injection in converters (NCV) were included in
the slag mill feed. With tonnage rates almost twice the
original circuit design, metal losses in the tailings increased
as a result of reduced fineness of grind. The small diameter
ball mills were finally retired in 1992 with the installation
of a 14 ft (diameter) x 27 ft (4.27 m x 8.23 m) 2,250 KW ball
mill.

The Canadian diamond staking rush began in the early
1990s after a Northwest Territories discovery by geologists
Charles Fipke and Stuart Blusson in 1991. Their joint
venture, DiaMet Minerals Ltd/BHP Minerals Point Lake
kimberlite discovery, became Canada’s first major
commercially producing diamond deposit, the Ekati mine,
and over the next two years unleashed The Great Canadian
Diamond Rush, the largest mineral staking rush in North
American history. The design of mine and processing
facilities for the emerging Canadian diamond industry
adopted best processing and layout practices from existing
Canadian Arctic operations such as Lupin, Nanisivik and
Polaris. Diamond mines production start dates:
1998

2003

Ekati mine, NWT; BHP Diamonds Inc 80% (later
BHP Billiton Diamonds Inc), 10% Charles Fipke,
10% Stuart Blusson
Diavik mine, NWT; Diavik Diamond Mine Inc
(DDMI), a wholly owned subsidiary of Rio Tinto plc
60%, and Aber Diamond Corp (later Harry Winston
Diamond Corp) 40%
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2006

2007
2008

Jericho mine, Nunavut; Tahera Diamond Corp,
mine ceased operation in early 2008 due to lower
than expected diamond grades and values
Snap Lake mine, NWT; De Beers Canada Inc
Victor mine, Ontario; De Beers Canada Inc

New diamond mine projects in late-stage feasibility
study during 2010 included: Gahcho Kue, NWT (De Beers
Canada Inc/Mountain Province Diamonds Inc); Renard,
Quebec (Stornoway Diamond Corp); Star-Orion South,
Saskatchewan (Shore Gold Inc). Figure 36 shows the
location of the Canadian diamond mines and advanced
projects in 2010.

The basics of current diamond processing techniques
and flow sheets have been in use since the mid 1950s and
1960s. The southern African recovery operations evolved
during the mid to late 1960s into gravity separation
processes utilizing DSM (Dutch State Mines) ferrosilicon
heavy medium separation (HMS) and cyclone technology
to produce heavy mineral concentrates for final diamond
recovery using X-ray sorters, grease tables and grease belts.
The Russian-based diamond recovery flow sheets
incorporate AG milling, gravity (spiral and jig), X-ray sorting,
and flotation recovery techniques developed from the mid1950s. More recently, HMS has also been incorporated
into Russian diamond processing.
Diamond recovery (Rylatt and Popplewell, 1998;
Rothwell et al., 2000) primarily involves wet processing
techniques. Process stages include: primary ROM crushing
followed by secondary crushing (water flushed if kimberlite
clay content is high), rotary drum scrubbing, screening and
high pressure grinding rolls (HPGR) in either a tertiary
crushing duty ahead of HMS, or after HMS in a re-crushing
duty, to produce a nominal -25+1mm sized material for
HMS separation. The HMS heavy mineral concentrate is
then treated in a secure area by rare earth high intensity
magnetic separation (REMS), X-ray and grease methods for
final diamond recovery.
Design Approach for Canadian Arctic Processing of
Diamonds, the Ekati Operation
Plant Layout

Figure 36. Location of Canadian diamond mines and
advanced projects in 2010
Process Design Background
The unique combination of physical properties of
diamonds allows for their concentration and separation
from gangue minerals; these include:
x
x
x

Density of 3.53 g/cm3, utilized in the cycloning and
primary HMS concentration stages;
Luminescence under X-ray irradiation, utilized in the
secondary diamond recovery stage;
Carbon has a naturally hydrophobic surface, utilized in
the secondary diamond (low and non luminescent)
recovery stages of grease tables and belts and
flotation

Other significant properties include: hardest natural
substance, highest thermal conductivity, high compressive
and tensile strengths, and good electrical insulator. In
terms of toughness, diamond rates as only fair to good due
to its perfect and easy cleavage, and the crystal is
therefore vulnerable to breakage in comminution.

It was crucial to minimise the main plant footprint in order
to reduce building and heating requirements for wet
processing, whilst maintaining high safety, operability and
maintainability standards. Building size reduction was
achieved with the use of high angle (sandwich and pocket
belt) type conveyors for materials transport within the
process plant building. Dilute phase pneumatic and
enclosed belt (Sicon) conveying of HMS concentrates were
also used to reduce the building size and maintain security
(by eliminating spillage) of the product. Figure 37 shows a
photograph of the main plant area buildings.
High Pressure Grinding Rolls (HPGR)
To simplify the overall circuit, and reduce the number and
capacity of processing equipment, use was made of
tertiary inter-particle crushing technology (HPGR) to:
x
x
x

minimize diamond breakage
maximize diamond liberation, and
maximize -1 mm fines generation

De Beers pioneered HPGR in the diamond processing
industry in the early 1980s. The use of the HPGR
technology and the newly developed tungsten carbide
studded wear surface, in a tertiary crushing duty at Ekati
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was a first for the diamond industry, and one of the first
applications worldwide treating a relatively soft and high
moisture content feed. Use of the HPGR technology in a
tertiary crushing duty, resulted in a high proportion of
fines (-1 mm) for subsequent removal from the circuit by
screening, thereby lowering the internal circulating load
and allowing the design capacity of the downstream HMS
circuit to be reduced. The high availability and superior life
of the studded wear surface on HPGR’s has now (since mid
2000s) gained a wider acceptance in tertiary crushing duty
in the mineral processing industry (e.g. Cerro Verde,
Grasberg, and Boddington).

techniques for several decades. Coarse particle flotation of
diamonds was investigated and commercially developed in
Canada in the early 2000s for high grade kimberlites with
small average stone size. Conventional HMS and X-raybased treatment plants become throughput constrained if
large numbers of small stones are to be recovered at the
lower cut-off size of 1-2 mm. The Eriez HydroFloat™ coarse
particle separator, shown schematically in Figure 38, a
method that combines particle bed and flotation
technologies and is used in the phosphate industry, was
successfully adapted for the flotation of diamonds up to
and above 2 mm at the Ekati plant. Working with Nalco
(Steve Paulson) and Virginia Polytechnic (Professor RoeHoan Yoon) resulted in the development of specific
collectors and other reagents to improve recoveries.
Feed
Concentrate

Fluidized
Bed
Control

Attached air bubbles to
hydrophobic diamonds
lowers their apparent
density and they report to
concentrate

Water
Air
Tail

Figure 37. Ekati primary crushing (lower right), coarse ore
storage (left) and process plant buildings (right)
(Courtesy of BHP Billiton)

Figure 38. HydroFloat™ coarse particle separator
(Courtesy Eriez)
Diamond Production

Wet Rare Earth Magnetic Separator (WREMS)
High concentrations of olivine, a major (paramagnetic)
mineral component of some of the NWT kimberlites, in the
HMS concentrates led to the development, by Eriez, of a
wet version of the dry rare earth roll magnetic separator.
For final diamond recovery, wet X-ray rather than dry,
became possible, and further reduced on-site energy
requirements by eliminating a costly drying section in the
design.
Deep Bed Thickening
Deep bed or deep cone thickeners offered a small footprint
with high liquid and solids throughput capability without
the use of a rake. Developed in South Africa, the largest
(12 m diameter) then available, were installed at Ekati
within the process building, thus retaining heat in the
circulating process water and providing additional energy
savings.
Diamond Flotation
Diamond, composed of carbon, is naturally hydrophobic
and Russian diamond plants have used flotation recovery

From the start of diamond production in late 1998 to the
end of 2010, Canada has produced approximately 118 Mct
of diamonds worth approximately US$ 17B. A breakdown
by operating mine is presented in Table 4.
Table 4. Diamond production in Canada since 1998
(Source: Natural Resources Canada, Canadian Mineral
Yearbooks)
Production Value
Mct
$USB
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
Totals
2010*
Totals

0.2
2.4
2.4
3.7
4.9
10.6
12.7
12.3
13.3
17.1
14.8
10.9
105.5
12.5
118.0

0.04
0.61
0.62
0.72
0.80
1.60
2.10
1.50
1.6
1.8
2.4
1.7
15.5
1.9
17.4

Ekati
Mct

Diavik
Mct

Jericho
Mct

0.203
2.429
2.435
3.716
4.936
6.764 3.883
5.105 7.575
4.031 8.271
3.149 9.829
4.582 11.943
3.600 9.200
4.200 5.600
45.15 56.30

0.301
0.370
0.118
0.000
0.790

* Preliminary
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Snap
Lake
Mct

0.248
1.150
0.440
1.84

Victor
Mct

0.730
0.696
1.43

The Kimberley Process
Canada played a key role in the development of an
international rough diamond certification scheme known
as the Kimberley Process for preventing conflict rough
diamonds from entering the legitimate market. The
scheme came into use worldwide in 2003.
The successful processing and recovery of diamonds in
the Canadian Arctic required significant adaptation of
technologies and techniques and innovative process design,
some of which have subsequently been embraced by
diamond producers in other parts of the world. Key
companies were BHP Billiton, Diavik, De Beers Canada, and
individuals included M.G. Rylatt (BHPB), Mike Yu (BHPB),
Kimi Jomoto (BHPB), Jo Wernham (Eriez), and Jaisen
Kohmuench (Eriez). This is a significant success story that
has not often received the attention it deserves.

grinding, but because they were all underground mines,
the goal in this area was primarily to stabilize comminution
operations.

Development of Process Control in
Canadian Mills
The Early Years-Basic Control
Process control in the Canadian mineral processing
industry has its roots in the early 1970s when technologies
such as on-stream particle and elemental analysis,
minicomputers
for
process
control,
electronic
instrumentation, etc. began to appear in Canadian plants.
Coupled with changes in university curricula (to include
new courses on process control, process modeling and
analysis, as well as computer programming), and the
mining industry’s pursuit of innovation, it was a perfect
storm for process control development, and Canadian
achievements are exemplary in this field.
The large mining companies in northern Ontario and
Quebec were among the very first to explore assay-based
control (ABC) using on-stream analyzers to measure the
metal content in the various process streams in flotation,
(Fowler et al., 1971; Amsden et al., 1973; Paterson et al.,
1973; Doyle, 1974; Konigsmann et al., 1976). These
operators were quick to close the loops and implement
reagent control to manipulate circuit performance along
the grade-recovery curve. In this case the minicomputers
(typical hardware is shown in Figure 39) were critical, as all
of the relevant information was available in one ‘location’,
and the “If-then” structures of the usual programming
languages (i.e. flavours of BASIC or FORTRAN) permitted
the encoding of consistent operational logic – arguably the
earliest examples of multivariable expert control. It was a
short step to the notion of using grade-recovery data to
maximize process economic efficiency, based on the
calculated net smelter return. Although there have been
some refinements in the instrumentation technology and
control approaches over the years, the essence of ABC
remains unchanged today. These operations did extend
the process control applications to include crushing and

Figure 39. The Fisher Controls DC2 minicomputer system –
a key technology enabler in early Canadian process control
development in the 1970s
(Photo courtesy of Emerson Process Management)
A few years later, the large open pit and low grade
porphyry copper mines in British Columbia began to
discover that process control was a very capital effective
means of increasing metal production by maximizing
throughput (Bradburn et al., 1978; McManus et al., 1978;
Ratte, 1979). This was a constrained maximization problem,
and one centered on the comminution circuit, so the
emphasis was on knowing the loading state of the crusher,
AG/SAG mill, rod and/or ball mill. For example, SAG power
and bearing pressure were used to infer the charge level in
the mill, as the prevailing wisdom at the time was to
maximize charge level to achieve maximum tonnage, but
overloads caused production losses (an early example of
inferential control). Again, centralizing the data and
exploiting the flexibility of minicomputer programming
were key factors in the success. These operations
eventually migrated process control into flotation as well,
following the road map developed by their successful
Canadian colleagues in the east as noted above. As with
ABC, the control principles articulated in this early
comminution work are still in place today, although the
technologies for implementation have improved
substantially.
Continuous Improvement
From a process control perspective, the period from the
late 1970s to the mid 1980s was characterized mainly by
continuous improvement efforts on process control
applications (Matwijenko, 1980; Thwaites, 1983), following
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on from the work started by Amsden et al. (1973) at the
Ecstall concentrator (now Kidd Creek), by the migration to
new hardware platforms (Distributed Control Systems
[DCS] and Programmable Logic Controllers [PLC]), by the
increasing use of electronic vs. pneumatic instrumentation,
and by the migration of process control to other
operations. Control systems integration companies such as
Brenda Process Technology (Kelowna) evolved during this
period as specialists in system retrofits. This group was
later commissioned by Mitec to document their
methodology for the Canadian Industry (Flintoff and Mular,
1992). This has become the basis for several technology
transfer sessions (short courses) that have been presented
at many professional meetings.
In the mid to late 1980s, the industry leaders in
Canada were looking to take the next step to supervisory
or advanced process control. Some of the very first
successful industrial applications of expert control were in
Canadian plants (Harris and Kosick, 1988; Edwards and
Mular, 1991; Perry and Hall, 1994), and in the former case
led in large measure to the founding of two Canadian
companies recognized as leaders in this area: Comdale
Technologies (C. Harris) and MinnovEX (G. Kosick and G.
Dobby). Figure 40 illustrates a minicomputer and CRT
screen typically involved in these early supervisory control
schemes. In the same time frame, the first Model
Predictive Control (MPC) application in mineral processing
was reported (Vien et al., 1991) at the Hemlo Golden Giant
mine, and there was some pioneering industrial work on
self-tuning control at Brunswick Mine (Franklin and
Hendriks, 1986), including advanced regulatory methods
(Bradburn et al., 1987).

more international, as the globalization of the mining
industry had begun. Still Canadian operators continued to
innovate, but with more of a focus on complementary
areas. For example, real-time data reconciliation for
dynamic mass balancing was demonstrated by Makni and
Hodouin (1996). The learnings from this work were
eventually melded with some of the pioneering work of
CANMET’s SPOC process modeling project (Laguitton,
1985), and another Canadian company, Algosys (Quebec
City), is now a global leader in mass balancing,
metallurgical accounting and on-line data reconciliation.
Another very interesting development was in asset
management, here as applied to process control systems.
In the early 1990s Rob Spring of the Noranda Technology
Centre created “Loop Doctor”, which was deployed to
many mining and paper mill sites. This software
automatically identified all of the control loops in a plant
and conducted a rather sophisticated analysis of their
performance, preparing daily reports on where
maintenance attention should be focused. Loop Doctor
was the inspiration for the research and development of
Process Doctor (1997) at the University of Alberta, which is
still a core product of another leading Canadian controlsoriented company, Matrikon.
With the globalization and consolidation of the mining
industry starting in the late 1990s and on-going today,
advances in the control of mineral processing plants now
come from all corners of the globe. Canadian mineral
processors also find themselves working all over the world,
but like their visionary predecessors of the early 1970s,
they continue to drive for the development of new sensors,
new techniques, new engineering tools, and even new
organizational models, all with the goal of improving
dynamic process optimization.

Evolution of Ion Beam Technology for the
Mining and Mineral Processing Industry:
A Historical Canadian Perspective
Background

Figure 40. Process control of the 1980s – Concentrators
were amongst the first plants to adopt these new systems
Globalization
Once again, the early to mid 1990s was a period of
incremental improvement in the constituent technologies,
and an on-going migration of successful applications to
other operations. However, this time the migration was

The evolution of micro-beam technology and its
application to fundamental aspects of mineral matrix and
surface chemistry has provided the research community
with valuable tools to better understand factors involved
in process analysis and control. From a mineral processing
context, advances in the micro-beam techniques and
instrumentation have produced new tools and companion
procedures for the comprehensive analyses of ore samples
and process stream products. Many of these developments
and applications are indeed Canadian in origin. The
development and application of micro-beam technology to
mineral chemistry and processing is however not solely
Canadian. Significant early contributions regarding the
surface chemistry of flotation stream products using X-ray
photo electron spectroscopy (XPS) were made, for
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example, by Clifford et al. (1975), Page and Hazell (1989)
and Buckley et al. (1994). The research communities at the
Ian Wark institute (Grano, Fornasario, Skinner and Harmer)
and the Mawson institute (Smart and Gerson), Australia,
are routinely engaged in both fundamental and applied
research related to mineral processing. Both these groups,
and others, contribute regularly to the body of literature
related to micro-beam techniques and their applications.
However, in the last 30 years a significant proportion of
the pioneering work regarding the application of
Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (SIMS) technology to
the mineral processing community is largely of Canadian
origin. Pioneers in this field include the researchers and
collaborators at Surface Science Western (SSW), and The
Advanced Mineral Technology Laboratoty (AMTEL). The
development of the tools and refinement of the
applications are the result of efforts put forward by various
researchers from academia and industry. Their
collaborative efforts resulted in the development of
technologies reflecting the requirements of the processing
community. In this regard the application of SIMS-based
technologies to problem solving in the mineral processing
context is indeed a Canadian story. The following is a brief
historical accounting, from a Canadian perspective, of the
evolution of ion beam technology towards the needs of
mineral processing.
The fields of application for these technologies include
mineral chemistry, mineral exploration, mineral processing,
extractive metallurgy and environmental science. This
evolutionary accounting is particularly related to the
technologies as developed in relation to value added
mineral recovery. In this context the common
requirements for all applications must include: low level
detection sensitivity, the ability to analyse individual
mineral particles in the 10-100 μm size range, the ability to
identify, measure and quantify a wide variety of inorganic
and organic constituents both as matrix and surface
components.
Dynamic-SIMS
Because of its extreme sensitivity and very low levels of
detection the ion microprobe, or Dynamic SIMS, has
become a benchmark technique for quantitative trace
element analyses in minerals. Early applications of
quantitative trace element analysis in geological materials
(for example, Lovering, 1975, and Shimizu et al., 1978) met
with limited success. In order to provide quantitative trace
element analyses, factors inherent to the technique
needed to be addressed in any quantification scheme.
Results from the first attempts to quantify trace element
contents in sphalerite by McIntyre et al. (1984) were not
reproducible; however, a correlation between secondary
ion yield intensity and concentration was identified. This
opened the door to the development of quantification
using internal standards generated by ion implantation.
The first application of the quantitative analysis using

calibrations developed with ion implant standards was
reported by Chryssoulis et al. (1986) who determined the
concentration of Ag in various sulphides from the
Brunswick base metal ore. This was quickly followed by a
paper which reported the quantitative concentration of Au
in common sulphides and As-bearing sulphides from
refractory ores using Au ion implants in like-sulphides to
generate calibrations (Chryssoulis et al., 1987). These
papers also illustrated the capacity of the D-SIMS to image
the distribution of sub-microscopic Au within the sulphides
examined.
In 1989, Chryssoulis, Cabri and Leonard published a
paper detailing and comparing the methods available to
calibrate the ion microprobe for quantitative trace element
precious metal (PM) analysis. From this work two
conclusions emerged: i) that the ion microprobe is the
most sensitive analytical technique for determination of
precious metals in common sulphides and ii) that for the
most part the most accurate calibrations are created by ion
implantation of closely matched mineral standards. In the
following years a plethora of literature was generated
using the D-SIMS and the quantification technique
developed (see for example, Cabri et al., 1991; Fleet et al.,
1993a, 1993b; and Mumin et al., 1994).
Based on the success of the developed (D-SIMS)
technology, an analytical program regarding the analyses
of PMs in ore minerals was introduced by Chryssoulis and
Cabri (1990). Their work illustrated the value of identifying
the distribution of Au (deportment) and its potential for
process design and optimizing recovery. The technique has
become an industry standard for the quantification of submicroscopic (invisible) gold and PM analysis in mineral
phases. Figure 41 illustrates the imaging capability of the
D-SIMS instrument for low level trace element mapping
(Au in this example) within a multi-phase mineral.
Following on the success of the PM deportment
program, the next years were focused on the refinement
of the D-SIMS technique as well as the development and
application of other SIMS technologies towards
metallurgical applications. The development was focused
in two areas: i) Au losses in leach circuits and ii) factors
affecting flotation behaviour and selectivity in flotation
circuits. As both are primarily governed by factors related
to surface chemistry, the analytical requirements include
low level detection and the ability to identify a wide variety
of inorganic and organic constituents as surface
components. The development of a technology for the
analyses of surface organic components is particularly
important for analysis of flotation stream products were
behaviour and selectivity is tied to the presence of organic
molecules, collectors. The techniques which were
particularly suited to the analyses of mineral surfaces
include the time of flight laser ionization mass
spectrometry (TOF-LIMS) and the time of flight secondary
ion mass spectrometry (TOF-SIMS); the value of both
instruments to the mineral processing community was
quickly demonstrated.
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TOF-LIMS

TOF-SIMS

The application and effectiveness of the TOF-LIMS
technique to the analysis of mineral surfaces from flotation
stream products and laboratory test samples was
illustrated by Chryssoulis et al. (1992). Using the TOF-LIMS
analytical procedure, they were able to conclude that Pb
ion activation of sphalerite was the principal determinant
for zinc recovery in the Brunswick copper-lead flotation
circuit. In the same article (for a gold operation) they
demonstrated the capacity of the technique to identify
“preg-robbed” Au on the surface of carbonaceous material
from cyanide tailings. Standardization of the operating
parameters and the use of library standards ensure
reproducible reliable measurements by TOF-LIMS (Dimov
and Chryssoulis, 1998). The technique is used mostly for
comparative qualitative surface inorganic analysis (Kim and
Chryssoulis, 1996; Chryssoulis and Dimov, 2004) although
semi-quantitative analysis is possible with a proper use of
standards (Dimov et al., 2003a).

Early application of TOF-SIMS to surface analysis on
flotation samples from the Brunswick concentrator
(Chryssoulis et al., 1992) clearly identified differences in
the relative proportion of surface Pb between concentrate
and tails samples, indicating the influence of Pb ion
activation in sphalerite recovery. Detailed near-Static SIMS
imaging analysis of galena surfaces treated with diisobutyl
and dialkyl dithiophosphinates (Brinen and Reich 1992;
Brinen et al., 1993) illustrated the capacity of the
technique to study the monolayer adsorption of
surfactants on solids. The first detailed applications of TOFSIMS technique for surface analysis of mineral particles
from flotation circuits were reported by Chryssoulis et al.
(1995), Stowe et al. (1995), and Kim and Chryssoulis (1996).
In each paper, spectral differences in activators were
identified for concentrate/tail pairs and, more importantly,
spectral signatures of xanthate showed that relative
differences in surface loading could also be related to
mineral recovery. Chryssoulis et al. (1995) showed the
capacity of the technique for the identification of a variety
of collector molecules on mineral grains and Nagaraj and
Brinen (2001) illustrated that for xanthate and
dithophosphates, the collector parent molecule was
readily identified, which is indeed significant given the
variety of organic species commonly observed in TOF-SIMS
spectra.
Since its introduction to the mineral processing
industry, the TOF-SIMS analytical instrumentation has
undergone rapid technological improvements. Recent
development and introduction of a new generation of
cluster liquid metal ion sources (in particular Bi1+) into the
TOF-SIMS instrumentation has led to a dramatic
improvement of the detection sensitivities and ability to
detect complex compounds with minimum fragmentation.
De-convolution of TOF-SIMS imaging data by statistical
analysis has offered a superior method of differentiating
mineral phases in flotation samples (a task not easily
accomplished) along with providing detailed chemical
information related to the factors governing mineral phase
occurrence within the sample (Hart et al., 2006). At
present, the TOF-SIMS has been established as an
important tool for non-destructive elemental and
molecular surface analysis with detection sensitivity in the
low to sub-ppm range, while providing imaging capabilities
with submicron spatial resolution (Dimov and Hart, 2009;
Hart and Dimov, 2010). Figure 42 illustrates the capacity of
the TOF-SIMS instrument for the identification and imaging
of a collector parent molecule on the surface of pyrite
grains from a flotation concentrate.

Figure 41. Optical and Dynamic SIMS images of an
autoclave discharge sulphide grain. In the optical image the
sulphide grain core appears light yellow whereas the oxide
rim appears grey. Note the highest concentration of all
imaged elements, with the exception of S, occurs within
the oxide portion of the grain
The TOF-LIMS technique, however, is not applicable
for organic surface analysis due to the strong photo
fragmentation induced by the powerful laser radiation. A
more applicable tool was introduced to the mineral
processing community in an excellent state-of-the-art
review (Giesekke, (1983)) of the various spectroscopic
techniques used to study the interactions between
minerals and reagents in froth flotation. In the discussion
regarding micro-beam techniques, Giesekke eludes to the
capacity of static SIMS (TOF-SIMS), which operates in a
non-destructive static mode, analysing only the top most
mono-layers of the sample surface, as the most
appropriate tool for “those who are interested in surface
chemistry”.

TOF-RIMS
Another micro-beam technique, not as evident in the
literature but nonetheless important for low level
detection of specific elements, is Time of Flight Resonant
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Ionization Mass Spectrometry (TOF-RIMS) (Dimov and
Chryssoulis, 1999). In the technique, quantification is
accomplished by calibration of detected ion yield to the
concentration in NIST reference standards. The TOF-RIMS
technology has been used specifically for quantitative
ultra-trace analysis of gold and PGM’s (Dimov et al., 2002,
2003b; Dimov and Chryssoulis, 2003).

A

B

mining and processing communities. Today, with the rapid
globalization of growing and integrated international
mining community, it can arguably be projected that the
application of micro-beam technologies has the potential
to result in even greater productivity, thereby
strengthening our competitiveness in the global mining
community.

Mineral Liberation Analysis for Ore
Evaluation: The Clarabelle Example
Introduction

C

D

Figure 42. TOF-SIMS images of selected mass species on
the surface of pyrite grains reporting to a sulphide
concentrate. A. Total ion image, B. Fe, mass 56, C. Cu, mass
63, D. PAX mass 163. The images illustrate a positive
spatial correlation between Cu and PAX indicating that
collector’s adsorption on the surface of pyrite is facilitated
by Cu. Field of view in each image is 200 x 200 microns.
(PAX is potassium amyl xanthate collector)
VUV SALI TOF-SIMS and VUV TOF-LIMS
Prior to the development of the new generation TOF-SIMS
instruments, two sister techniques for less ambiguous
identification of organic molecules at low concentrations
using soft ionization were developed by Dimov and
Chryssoulis (2004), known as VUV SALI TOF-SIMS (vacuum
ultraviolet surface analysis by laser ionization) and VUV
TOF-LIMS (vacuum ultraviolet surface analysis by laser
ionization with laser desorption). However, with the soft
ionization capacity of the new generation ion guns and the
versatility of modern TOF-SIMS instruments, the
application of these techniques to the analysis of mineral
surfaces on a routine basis will likely be limited to specific
applications.
The last 30 years have seen the evolution of microbeam technology towards routine analysis for both
problem solving and development capability. While the
development and implementation has not solely been
Canadian, their evolution as analytical mineral processing
tools and integration into investigative process programs
can be viewed as largely driven by the desires and
innovative strategies of the collective Canadian research,

Mineral liberation is a prerequisite for physical separation.
The measurement of degree of liberation has been a
subject of research for many decades in Canada and
worldwide (Barbery, 1991). Liberation data has been used
to construct mineralogically achievable grade-recovery
curves, i.e. “perfect” separation. These perfect separation
curves are constructed from liberation data by first
including liberated particles in the concentrate, followed
by the composite particles which are added in sequence
according to their decreasing percentage of valuable
mineral content. These “perfect” separation curves would
be compared to actual plant performance when analyzing
separation circuits to establish if the circuit constraints are
liberation based, chemistry based, or caused by
operational issues. CANMET undertook an extensive
quantitative mineralogical study for the Brunswick
Concentrator in the early 1980s and proposed a
mineralogically based perfect selectivity curve (Leroux et
al., 1996). While this concept of modeling grade-recovery
curves using liberation data has been around for a while
(Miller et al., 1982), it has not been widely utilized in
project evaluation or in milling operations, partly because
actual performance is often far from “perfect” separation,
and partly because statistically meaningful quantitative
mineralogical data were not readily obtainable.
The first truly quantitative image analyzer for the
minerals industry was the QEM*SEM developed by CSIRO
in Australia (Miller et al., 1982; Reid et al., 1984). Twenty
years later, the Mineral Liberation Analyzer (MLA) was
developed as a partnership between the Julius Kruttschnitt
Mineral Research Centre in Brisbane, Australia and
electron microscope supplier FEI in Oregon, USA (Gu, 2003).
In 2004, Vale adopted the MLA technology and now has
two units in operation. In 2008, liberation data generated
by the MLA system was used to produce grade-recovery
curves as a regular component of ore evaluation for Vale
operations (Ford et al., 2009). Grade-recovery modeling
was later extended to include platinum-group minerals
(PGM) (Ford et al., 2011).
The MLA flotation model for Sudbury’s Clarabelle Mill
is modified from a method originally proposed by Luitjens
(2006). Relative particle flotation probabilities are
calculated for each particle in the MLA image set as a
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function of increasing time. The flotation probability
determines the likelihood that a particle will report to the
model bulk concentrate. Relative floatability is determined
by multiplying the free perimeter or percent surface area
of each mineral in a particle by a relative mineral flotation
factor (Mf). For simplicity, mineral flotation factors are
expressed on a relative scale where fast floating minerals
such as chalcopyrite are assigned an Mf factor of ~ 1, while
non-floating minerals are assigned an Mf factor of ~ 0. The
values of the flotation factor are very similar to the typical
rate constants obtained for Cu and Ni sulphide ores
obtained using incremental batch flotation (Xu, 1998). This
approach differs from perfect mineral separation curves in
that other gangue minerals are simultaneously allowed to
dilute the model concentrate, even if these gangue
minerals have been liberated from the valuable minerals in
the system by grinding.
The relative floatability of each particle (or rate
constant Kp) in the data set is determined by multiplying
the Mf factor for each mineral, n, by the percent free
perimeter (Fp) of the corresponding mineral on the particle
cross section. This can be expressed as:
m

Kp

¦Mfn u Fpn

(1)

n 1

The probability of each particle reporting to the
concentrate F(t) can then be calculated as a function of
time (t) using the first order cumulative probability
function:

F(t) 1  e

- K pt

(2)

Example: Clarabelle Mill Feed
Figure 44 shows an example MLA model grade-recovery
curve for a Clarabelle Mill Main Feed composite sample
that assays 1.3% Ni and 1.4% Cu. The resulting model curve
passes through the envelope of grade-recovery points for
daily Clarabelle Mill plant operation. For comparison,
Figure 44 also shows a grade-recovery curve obtained by a
standard full circuit simulation test consisting of multiple
batch flotation stages. The flotation test results are within
error (2σ) of the MLA-derived curve at typical plant Ni
recovery values. Data analysis software of MLA is able to
calculate a “perfect” mineral separation grade-recovery
curve (P-S curve) which is included in Figure 44 for
comparison. As can be seen, the predicted “perfect” graderecovery curves are generally higher, since they assume
100% flotation for ore minerals (chalcopyrite and
pentlandite) and zero flotation for gangue minerals such as
silicate rock (including floatable silicates such as talc and
orthopyroxene), and sulphide gangue such as hexagonal
pyrrhotite and pyrite. The P-S curve provides useful
diagnostic information in its own right; a large deviation
from plant data suggesting chemistry issues prevail, while
close proximity to plant data suggests that additional
liberation may be beneficial.

Cu + Ni Grade (%)

Note that t in Equation 2 is assumed to be
dimensionless units of time. Figure 43 shows an example
MLA particle set collected from Clarabelle Main Feed.
Corresponding flotation probabilities F(t) can be calculated
for each of these particles as a function of increasing time
(t = 1,2,3,4 and 5) using Mf factors and Equations 1 and 2.

Particles with a flotation probability of 80% are
assumed to report to the model bulk concentrate for that
dimensionless time increment (t). The mass distribution of
each mineral in the particle as determined by MLA image
analysis is then used in conjunction with mineral chemistry
obtained from electron microprobe analysis to determine
the grade of each particle in the data set. The composition
of the model bulk concentrate is then computed for that
time increment by summing the composition of all the
particles (~ 50,000). Grade-recovery curves are produced
by ordering the model bulk concentrates as a function of
increasing time and joining them together.

Clarabelle Plant Operation

Clarabelle Plant Data
Clarabelle Main Feed - "Perfect" Grade-Recovery Curve
Clarabelle Main Feed - MLA Derived Curve
Clarabelle Main Feed - Full Circuit Flotation Test
Ni Recovery (%)

Figure 44. MLA derived Cu+Ni grade versus Ni recovery
curve for Clarabelle Main Feed. Dashed blue line shows
grade-recovery curve obtained by flotation testing Green
line is the “perfect” separation curve for comparison.

Figure 43. Example of MLA particle maps from Clarabelle
Mill Feed
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Data points used to define MLA grade-recovery curves
are model concentrates at time t (where t = t1, t2, t3…),
each with a calculated mineralogy and assay grade for Cu,
Ni, Fe, S, Mg and Si. Individual MLA grade-recovery curves
representing a particular volume of ore (such as ore bodies,
zones or plant operational days) can be summed up by
weighting the individual model concentrate data points at
the same time increment (tn) by weight factor to generate
the modeled grade-recovery curve for mixed ore.
An example of this type of calculation is shown in
Figure 45, where model grade-recovery curves for ~20
different ore bodies from 8 different mines feeding the
Clarabelle Mill have been weighted in proportion to the
feed distribution on five different operating days, and
summed. The model curves predict lower than target Ni
recovery on the three “Challenging Recovery Days” and
better than target Ni recovery on the two “Good Recovery
Days”. There is good correspondence between the additive
grade-recovery curves on Challenging Recovery Days and
the plant operation points. Likewise, Good Recovery Days
have correspondingly good additive grade-recovery curves,
although the plant operates significantly better than
predicted on one of the two Good Recovery Days.

Cu + Ni Grade (%)

Clarabelle Plant Operations
Good Recovery Days

Clarabelle Plant Operations
Challenging Recovery Days
MLA Additive Curve - Challenging Day 3
MLA Additive Curve - Challenging Day 2
MLA Additive Curve - Challenging Day 1
MLA Additive Curve - Good Day 2
MLA Additive Curve - Good Day 1
Ni Recovery (%)

Figure 45. MLA additive grade-recovery curves for two
good Ni recovery days and three poor Ni recovery days
compared with corresponding plant operation points
(cross-filled symbols)
The Power of the Technique
The Vale MLA flotation model is a kinetic model based on
MLA mineralogical data. The flotation kinetic factors can
be modified to reflect changes in flotation circuit,
chemistry and operation strategies. The MLA system
provides the mineralogical and textural information
required to produce model grade-recovery curves. Nickel
recovery from an ore at a fixed concentrate grade is largely
determined by the abundance of four major deleterious
minerals in an ore (hexagonal non-magnetic pyrrhotite,
pyrite, talc and to a lesser degree orthopyroxene).
Pentlandite locking due to flame textures appears to be of
secondary importance due to adequate liberation. Grade-

recovery curves from individual ore bodies can be added in
proportion to their weight distribution in the daily feed to
produce a model daily grade-recovery curve that appears
to mimic mill performance.
The Vale MLA flotation model has now been extended
to the Voisey’s Bay Concentrator, Thompson Mill and
Matte Separation Plant and is part of ore evaluation for
mining projects and operations. Refinements to the MLA
flotation model are ongoing.
The prediction of grade-recovery curves from
quantitative mineralogical data now makes it possible for
Vale to predict flotation response from mineralogical data.
Laboratory flotation testing is only used in marginal cases
when a decision has to be made on whether or not a
mineralized block should be mined.

Canadian Involvement in the
Development of Autogenous and SemiAutogenous Grinding
Background
The development during the last 50 years of autogenous
(AG) and semi-autogenous (SAG) grinding circuits as an
alternative to traditional crushing, rod mill and ball mill
circuits is essentially an American story with significant
Canadian contribution (Robinson, 1980; Bond, 1985). Prior
to 1954, the concept was known but not widely used
commercially, except for its application in pebble milling,
where long, small diameter mills were used as the final
stage of ore preparation before metallurgical process
recovery of the mineral values. The “breakthrough”
commercial usage for coarse run-of-mine and primary
crushed feed was in the Labrador Trough iron deposits
starting in 1954.
The first plants used dry autogenous air-swept
grinding mills. The ore was dense, the silica-iron oxide
mineralogy was favourable to inter-granular breakage, and
this worked well. Environmental considerations (dust)
demanded that wet grinding be introduced. Then, reduced
iron ore grades required that steel balls be added to
compensate for the lower mass of the ore charge in the
mill. This process (SAG) then became applicable to gold
and base metal ores, where the specific gravity of the ore
mass was often controlled by the rock hosting the minerals,
which generally is in the order of 2.7 t/m3.
The technology implementation was greatly advanced
by Art MacPherson who developed the Autogenous Work
Index Test (AWi), and who, as a grinding specialist with
Aerofall mills, and later with the engineering firm Bechtel
and as a private consultant to the industry, convinced
many mining companies to invest in autogenous and semiautogenous grinding mills. In 1979 the first International
SAG Conference was held in Trondheim, Norway and
subsequently, the initiation of the series of SAG
conferences, with a host base in Vancouver, has served as
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a powerful technology transfer event every 5 years since
1996. In addition to MacPherson, other Canadians have
contributed significantly to the development of testing
protocols aimed at predicting the power requirements and
product size for AG and SAG mills based on laboratory
testing. These contributions are briefly covered in this
section.
A.R. MacPherson
Following graduation from the Technical University of
Nova Scotia (TUNS, now Dalhousie University) in Halifax,
Nova Scotia, in 1934, Art MacPherson gained his early
mining experience in gold in the Maritimes and West Africa.
MacPherson served with the Royal Canadian Engineers
during WW II and in 1946 he joined the Department of
Mines and Technical Surveys in Ottawa where he
developed a strong interest in grinding systems. Five years
later he joined Aerofall Mills Ltd in Toronto, ultimately
serving as Executive Vice-President and General Manager.
While with Aerofall he developed dry grinding systems for
iron, copper and uranium plants. In the early 1960s he
moved to the engineering firm Bechtel, and pioneered
large-mill grinding circuits for many major projects,
including the Carol Lake iron ore project in Labrador, the
Griffith iron ore mine in Northwestern Ontario, and the
Lornex copper-molybdenum mine in British Columbia. In
1974 he was appointed Vice-President and Consulting
Metallurgist for their Vancouver office, where he remained
until 1979. From 1980 until his retirement in 1990, Art was
a consultant to the mining industry, including Island
Copper, Similkameen, and Highland Valley Copper. His
achievements were recognized by many, including the SME
of AIME who, in 1982, awarded Art MacPherson their
prestigious Robert H. Richards Award for "a lifetime of
pioneering achievement in the field of mineral processing,
particularly in engineering design, development and
construction of circuits for comminution of ore by
autogenous and semi-autogenous grinding". Art was the
first Canadian to receive the Richards Award (initiated in
1950) and joined the company of previous recipients such
as A.F. Taggart, F.C. Bond and H. Hardinge. He was elected
a fellow of the CIM in 2000 “for outstanding contributions
to the Canadian minerals industry and to CIM". In 2001,
the Canadian Mineral Processors Society of CIM
inaugurated the Art MacPherson Comminution Award in
his honour, and in recognition of his outstanding
contributions to the development of grinding technology.
A photograph of Art MacPherson that appeared in the
Proceedings of the 1996 SAG Conference, for which he
served as Honorary Chairman, is shown in Figure 46.

tonnage at the required product size. The success and
failure of any plant hinges on this question. MacPherson
developed a technique for doing this hardness evaluation
called the Autogenous Work Index test (AWi) (MacPherson,
1977), a methodology that is still in use today (McIvor,
2011). Others also made major contributions in this area,
three in Canada and two in Australia. Derek Barratt
developed a system using existing Bond tests, whereby the
size of the required SAG mill could be estimated. JKMRC, a
branch of the University of Queensland, developed the
Drop Weight Test (DWT) and associated technology to
measure the ore hardness parameters which could be used
in the assessment of SAG mill performance and modeling.

Figure 46. A.R. MacPherson in photograph from the
Proceedings of the 1996 SAG Conference (Vancouver) for
which he was Honorary Chairman
John Starkey, in collaboration with MinnovEX,
introduced the 2 kg SAG Power Index Test in 1994 which
allowed the direct prediction of required SAG pinion
energy on any sample of crushed drill core. The SMC test
was developed by Steve Morrell (Australia) to use DWT
measurements to obtain the same parameter information
on smaller, finer samples, and to give an estimate of SAG
pinion energy for a specific size. Starkey then introduced
the SAGDesign™ Test (2004) which is also a power-based
ore hardness measurement of SAG pinion energy required
to yield a product size of T80 = 1.7 mm. The SAGDesign™
methodology also incorporates a Bond Ball Mill Work Index
test on SAG ground ore and, as with the other tests
described, this most recent Canadian contribution is a
robust procedure that has met with worldwide application.
SAG Conferences

Measuring Ore Hardness
The biggest challenge for AG and SAG grinding design was
to understand how to measure the ore hardness and
provide a grinding mill (or mills) that would process design

In 1987, at a meeting of MITEC (Mining Industry
Technology Council of Canada, now the Canadian Mining
Industry Research Organization) to assess needs in the
Canadian mining industry, Professor Andrew L. Mular of
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the University of British Columbia (UBC) and Dr. Gordon E.
Agar of INCO were asked to develop a conference, building
on the success of the initial one in Norway, that would
highlight operating and technological advances in
autogenous and semi-autogenous grinding technology.
With MITEC encouragement, and strong support from UBC,
the CMP and CANMET, a first international conference was
held in Vancouver BC, in September, 1989 (SAG 1989). Its
success was a consequence of strong operator support and
the support of engineering firms, manufacturers, suppliers,
government, academics, consultants and a local organizing
committee. Given the success of SAG 1989, an expanded
conference, SAG 1996, was organized by Mular and his
committee in October, 1996, being even more successful in
terms of participation and attendance. Art MacPherson
provided a keynote address at the conference. Mular and
his team, now including an international advisory
committee, went on to organize a third and fourth SAG
conference in 2001 and again in 2006. The technical
content was expanded beyond simply AG and SAG milling
to include developments in HPGR (high-pressure grinding
rolls) and classification systems. Surplus funds from the
SAG conferences have been used to initiate a series of
generous scholarships for graduate and undergraduate
students at Canadian universities. The success and impact
of the SAG Conference initiative has been profound within
the industry, and constitutes a valuable Canadian
contribution to mineral processing.

Canada’s Contribution to Paste Fill
Technology
Background
Backfill has been used in Canadian mines throughout the
last century to support poor ground conditions and often
as underground waste management. Backfill evolved from
rockfill to cemented hydraulic fill throughout the 20th
Century due to advances in concentration techniques, such
as flotation, and in response to changing mine conditions,
such as poorer ground or deeper mining, (Udd, 1989; Udd
and Udd, 1993). These fill plants were often designed,
supervised and operated as surface facilities, next to or
within the concentrator, by milling personnel. As such,
they introduced a new technology and optimization needs
to those traditionally a part of milling operations.
Furthermore, advances in backfill technology also had
significant influence on the development of new mining
methods, as cemented hydraulic fill enabled improvements
in undercut-and-fill and pillar recovery (Dickhout, 1973).
The 1980s marked a significant step in Canadian backfilling
with the development of high density tailings and pastefill.
Pastefill allowed for maximizing mine waste disposal while
increasing mine cycle time (faster curing time of minefill),
and reducing water handling issues underground. By the
2000s pastefill had become common place in Canada,

largely replacing hydraulic fill. Throughout, Canadian
mining companies have conducted backfill research and
joined forces with universities and government research
agencies to make Canada a leader in the field of mine
backfilling. Backfill research in Canada continues to be
strong with studies focusing on alternative binder sources
and other backfilling solutions such as gelfill, filling in
northern regions, and in deep mines. There is still much to
learn about the behavior of pastefill and its distribution.
New applications for backfilling are also being studied
which will keep Canada in the forefront of backfilling
technology for years to come.
Early Years: 1980’s and 1990’s
The 1980s and the development of pastefill have been
described by Udd (1989) as when “the ‘art’ in backfilling
was being superseded by ‘science’ and engineering design”.
Pastefill research in Canada occurred in parallel with other
countries, in particular the Grund Mine, in Germany, and
the Lucky Friday Mine in the United States (Landriault,
2006). INCO, with funding from CANMET, developed a
system to place total tailings underground through
pipelines and successfully put it into production at the
Garson Mine in the Sudbury nickel belt in 1994 (Landriault,
2006). Simultaneously, the Dome Mine (Timmins), in
conjunction with CANMET and McGill University, used the
‘tailspinner’ installed underground to remove water from
hydraulic fill to turn it into a paste at the stope (Udd, 1989).
From these research projects, two flowsheets emerged for
the next generation of pastefill plants: continuous and
batch operations. Both types of plants produce the same
result, providing a constant flow of paste to an
underground piping system. In the continuous plant
operation (Figure 47), thickened tailings from the
concentrator are filtered and then mixed continuously in a
“pug” screw mixer while a set ratio of cement and water is
added to bring the filter cake to paste consistency (i.e. no
excess water, toothpaste consistency). The paste overflows
the mixer into a hopper where it is either pumped
underground or funneled into the underground
distribution system under gravity. In the batch plant
process (Figure 48) the paste components (filtered tailings,
water, and cement) are weighed individually in batches
(typically 2-5 tonnes) which are emptied into a batch mixer
to be blended for a set period of time giving the desired
paste consistency. The completed batch is dumped into a
(surge) hopper which then funnels the paste in a
continuous manner underground, either with or without
the aid of a pump. Pastefill use spread throughout Canada
in the late 1990s and 2000s.
Continuing R & D in the 2000s
Creighton Mine, Louvicourt Mine and Bouchard Hebert
were among the many mines that adopted pastefill in the
1990s (Nantel, 1998). As more plants were commissioned,
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new operating practices developed to meet the challenges
and opportunities of this new backfill. Underground at the
Brunswick Mine, the use of arched shotcrete barricades,
instead of a muck berm, allowed for earlier re-entry into
the undercut for earlier development of future stopes
(Moermann et al., 2001). Developments in the
understanding of the transport of pastefill in the
underground distribution system allowed for the use of
pastefill in progressively deeper mines, such as Agnico
Eagle’s LaRonde Mine, which developed a “soft start” to
reduce hammering in the system during start-up, and
Xstrata’s Kidd Mine, which avoids free-fall in long piping
runs by running a fully charged system to provide paste to
stopes over 3000 m below surface (McGuinness and Cooke,
2011). The “PSI pill”, a pressure recording device that can
be sent through the distribution system, was developed by
CAMIRO to help in the diagnoses of transport and
distribution systems behaviour (CAMIRO, 2004).

understand the bulkhead requirements of the stopes and
the effect of blasting (and risk of over-breakage) on the
cured paste. The University of British Columbia is studying
the rheology of these high-density slurries and its
application in pastefill distribution systems (Hallbom, 2005;
Hallbom and Klein, 2009).

Figure 48. Generic batch paste plant flowsheet

Figure 47. Generic continuous paste plant flowsheet
As the use of pastefill widened, additional questions
arose which were studied by both the mining operations
and universities. One concern was whether paste would be
susceptible to liquefaction, since the uncured fill had both
significant moisture and fines content. Aref (1988) of
McGill University evaluated the liquefaction potential of
pastefill through laboratory work and in-situ study at the
Dome Mine. Bawden and students at the University of
Toronto are studying the behavior of paste as it is curing
and the resultant stresses developed within the pastefilled
stope (Thompson et al., 2010). This is helping to

With the increasing and often preferred use of
pastefill in Canadian mines, much of the recent
development has focused on reducing the cost of the fill
mixture, since cement is typically the largest cost item in
most pastefill plants. Mines, universities and cement
suppliers are studying alternative binders for use in paste
and hydraulic fill. Hassani and his McGill students were
among several groups that studied fly ash and other
binders for use in backfill (Mohamed et al., 2007). Under
Archibald, Queens University has conducted work on
alternative binders such as ground waste-glass, Archibald
and DeSouza (2011) Lafarge Canada has developed a slag
binder which is particularly good at resisting attack from
high sulphide tailings (Hooton, 2000), and McGill
developed a test to predict when there is potential of
sulphide attack on the cement (Shnorhokian et al., 2009).
Other mines have increased strength without extra binder
by adding an aggregate to the paste (Lee and Pieterse,
2005; Wilson, 2011). One of the more recent
developments in backfill is the use of gelfill to reduce
water percolation in hydraulic backfill stopes by binding
the water within the gel (Kermani et al., 2011). This will
allow installations with hydraulic fill plants to have the
benefits of a paste-like, non-draining, fill underground
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without the fine particle size requirements of pastefill.
Concurrent evolution of paste technology is also occurring
throughout the world, particularly in Australia and South
Africa.
The development of pastefill in the Canadian mining
context has been collectively developed by industry,
universities, consulting firms and government research
groups and has been an outstanding example of
collaborative work and technology transfer. Within the
context of worldwide mining, the Canadian contribution
has been an impressive one that continues to this day.

Banisi, S., 1990, An investigation of the Behaviour of gold
in grinding circuits: M. Eng Thesis, McGill University,
Montreal.
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